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BSTRACT 

The importan role played by insuran e comp nies 

as financial intermediaries cannot be under-estimated 

in a growing economy . s institu · onal investors in the 

capital market , they collect and ad~inister savings on behalf 

of a large body of individual policyholders . In doing 

so insurance companies come between ultimate borrowers 

and ultilnate lenders and thereby provide efficient 

allocation of available investible resources for 

de -elopment . 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the portfolio 

holdings of insurance companies , both life and non-life, 

in the Kenyan economy during the period 1950 to 1974 . 

Thus we are concerned with : 

1. The extent to which changes in the port-folio 

holdings of insurance companies have reflected 

changing demands of the Kenyan economy . 

2. What influences in estment policies of insurance 

companies in Kenya . 

3. The role of insurance companies \oti. th regard 

to government finance , the de elopmcnt of the 

capital market, the public and private sector· . 

4 . Whether insurance companies have a role to play 

in the de elopmental process . 

In the light of the abo e o jecti es, it\ as foLmd hat: 
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1. Insurance ftm managers are conservative investors 

"no adopt a rudent image and pursue cautious 

portfolio policies because of their traditional 

con ern for solvency . 

2. Despite the large growth in their accunrulated 

funds , insurance co anies have responded only 

indirectly to the Kenyan situation by investing 

primarily in short-term assets and in other financial 

institutions arid ha e had no appreciable impact on 

developing the already under-developed capital 

narket . 

3. Of late howe er, certain developments do suggest 

that the situation could be changed o make 

insurance companies increase their role in 

the economy without necessarily resorting 

to d~rect control of their operations . 

With regard to methodology , the study relies heavily 

on analysis and interpretation of available published data 

on insurance business between 1950 and 1974 and supplemented 

by informa ion collected through personal intervie~s \ith 

managers of insurance flD'lds of a m.unber of insurance companies . 
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CHAPTER :E 

L:TRO err · 

The primary urpose of this introductory chapter is to pro ide 

the basis an ground\ ·ork upon ... :hich later chap ers of this study 

will be de ·elop Section 1.1 attempts to revie\ he groh'th 

and development of insurance business in Kenya and in East 

Africa as a whole and at the same time briefly gives the 

economic, financial and legal en ironment in which insurance 

companies operate in Kenya . lore important in this section is 

a quantitat ive and qualitative analysis of insurance business 

during the pre- independence period (1950 to 1963) which \ill 

form the basis of evaluating the perfonnance of insuran e companies 

in the post-inde)en ence period in Chapters 2 and 3 . For purposes 

of clarity, \ ·e find it necessary to discuss a general classific tion 

of insurance companies in section 1 . 2 . Section 1:3 then takes 

up the question of insurance companies as financial in ermediaries. 

The objectives of the Khole study is sta ed in section 1. . 

\ e close the chapter 'ith the statement of hypotheses ,,·hich we 

want to in estigate in this study and the methodology emplo. ed . 

1 . 1 General 

The Kenyan econo:ny has had a remarkably good rLm in terms 

of overall grm h since the 19 Os although not in telliiS of 

structural change, employment and income dj stribution. Gross 

Domestic Prooduc figures for 1954- 196 sho' hat annual 

gro 'th ra e of 6 crcent Ka- recor c durin~ he en year 
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period. 
1 

tb ver, the cost of lhin in ex rose at the rate 

of 2. 5 per cent nnually and this re u eel he rate of growth 

of GDP to 3. 5 r cent in al tenns . t the same time 

the population \ · s grov:· g at the rate of 3 per cen per 

annum and hi . nt that real income er capita gre\ at the 

rate of only 0 .- per cent per annt.un . TI1e mnetary GDP exclu ing 

· subsistence or non-roonetary acti ities, gre\~ at the rate of 

6 . 6 per cent per year anJ in real tenns this ammmte to an 

annual grov.'th of .1 per cent . Thus real per capita JOOnetary 

income grew by i .1 per cent per year . 

Agriculture Khich dominates the Kenyan economy made a 

contributuion of about 40 per cent per year to total GDP during 

the post-independence period . fanufacturing accounted for 

9 . 4 per cent in 1956 and the share \.,ras still 9 .4 per cent in 

1963 . Building and construction contributed 4 .8 per cem: in 

19 56 but the share frll to 1. 9 in 1963 . CofliTierce and other 

services contributed 2~ . 3 per cent to total GOP in 1956 and the 

share had not changed much by 1963 . 

Grow'th rates during the post-independence period (1964 to 

1972) also showed that GOP increased from K£330 .1 mil ion in 

2 
196 to KiSSO. 7 million in 1972 (at constaJ:t 1964 prices) . 

This represented a gro h rate of 6 . 6 per cent per annum. Sectoral 

growth rates varied "'idely during this period , but most sectors 

of the economy achieved satisfactory grmrth rates . The fast grmdng 

sectors (annual growth rate per cent) were , 11ining and Quarrying 

1 . See Rep blic of ''enya Development Plan, 1966-70 pp . 1 

2. See Economic Survey, 197 , pp . 2 
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(11.5) , Service (11.0), Building and Construe ion (10. ) , 

Banking Insur ce and Real Esta e (9 .. ) , General Government 

(9 . 6) , .lanufac uring and Rcp.1irs (8 . ) , Forestry (7 . ) , 

Electricity an \' er (7 . 3), rransport , Storage and Communications 

(6 . 8) .\gricu ure (6 . 0) and l\holesale an Retail Trade (5 . 5) . 

All this repre_ nted a gro h of .5 a d 3. per cen p r annum 

for the nxmetary an non-monetary sectors of the economy respect

ively . 

The high rate of gro\\rth of the economy was stimulated 

by relatively high grm~h rates of in estment and capital 

fonnation . Total capital formation in the economy grew at a 

rate of about 11 per cent annually beo·een 1964 and 1973 . 3 

In 1974 however the growth rate of the P at constan 

prices was only 3 . 6 per cent as opposed to 6 . 5 per cent in 

1973 . The 19 4 g1o :th rate arr~tmted to only a 0 . 2 per cent 

increase in per cap~ ta income . Thus , for the first time since 

independence , the rela.tively high grmvth of the economy was 

substantially reduced, and from then om,ards the country began 

to face tougher economic conditions than before , as a result of 

difficult economic conditions . 

The financial environment within hich insurance companies 

operate in Kenya is characterized by the fact t ha a large 

part of e financial assets are held in the form of monetary 

deposits and quasi-monetary deposits , rather than in currency . 

The relatively high ratio of deposits to currency suggests that 

e banking habit is reasonably well developed . Dominating the 

3 . See Economic Survey 1975 , pp . 13 . ... . 
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financial system is he branch ba.'lking syst hich c oun 

for rore an 65 er cent (See Table 1-1) of he estima e 

totals of deposits. :c rer heless, since the 19 SO's a considera 1 e 

progress has been de in the development of other fonns of 

financial inte1 edia ion. Thus the Kenya loanable funds market 

includes no o / he banks bu also a \ide range of financial 

intermediaries. Pri ate flium ial institutions have attracted 

a growing volume of private savings and they are quite well 

geared to the needs of the small saver y offering higher 

interest rates in some cases. A Stock Exchange has also been 

in existence since 1955.4 
By 19 0 financial assets held in he 

financial system amounted to K£230 .4 million. For the detailed 

analysis of the composition see Table 1-1 below : 

TABLE 1-1 

HOLD! 1GS OF SELELTED FI 1970 

Arootmt 
CK£ •oco) % of Total 

Currency in Circulation 35,621 15.5 

Connnercial Bank Deposits : 

De d 59 ,392 25.8 

Savings 34,327 1 .9 

Time 26 , 577 u .s 
Total: Banking System 155,917 67 . 7 

Other Financial Assets : 

Post Office Sa ings Bank 5, 334 2. 3 

Financial Ins itutions 11,992 5. 2 

Insurance Companies 33, 734 14 . 6 

ational Social Security Fund 22 , 741 9 .9 

Government Debt (l Ield by Individuals) 719 0 .3 

Total 230, 38 100.0 --
Source : Central Bank of Kenya: ' Aoncy and Ban ing in Kenya" . 
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It is clear from the ta lc that arrong he financial 

intermediaries (e·c l ing the banking sys em) insurance 

companies are he mos important in quanti ative tcnns . 

Insurance busine s in Keny is conduc ed tmder The 

Insurance Cornpc: nies . ct of 1965. Part IV, Section 16 ( 4) 

of the . _t requires each company to con uct "its long tenn 

business in accordance \\ith sound insurance principles" . 

The . ct also lays stress on sol ency of companies o protect 

them against bankruptcies . Thus section 25 of the c states 

that "an insurance company shall be deemed to possess e 

required margin of sol ·ency if : 

a) in the case of a company carrying on general 

busL11ess only, the value of its assets 

exceeds the amount of its liabilit)es by -

(i) fifty thousand potmd.s; or 

(ii) one-tenth of the general premium income 

of company in its last preceding financial 

year , whichever is the greater amaunt; 

b) in the case of a company carrying on a long term 

business only -

(i) its liabili ies under unmatured life policies 

do not exceed the amount of its life assurance 

flmd; 

(ii) its liabilities under unmatured industrial 

policies do not exceed the amount of its 

industrial assurance fund' . 
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These clauses are hm\'e r applicable only arter ·o years 

in business . 

Before 1965 ho ·ever much of he la\, on insur nee 

was esign d o protect th~ African popula ion. Under 

e ''Con rol of the Business of Life Assurance with 

rican :mce" 19 5, in Kenya, elaborate pro -edures 

were insti u ed hnich effectively safeguarded the frican from 

the securi y offered by life assurance. 5 Thus for instance, 

those wishing o under ake this busi ess had to be approved 

by the Governor in Council, the Chief 'ative Commis ioner 

~as to appro e all forms of proposals and policies , and no 

canvassing \ ... as allowed ·ithout the permission of the 

Provincial Corranissioner . In Uganda four separate icenses 

were required to enab e ~vassing business throughout the 

whole country . As a result . in the early 1950's , the 

insurance companies and even the coiTIIlercial banks saw them-

selves as providing a service almost entirely to the 

expatriate community and had little interest in the more 

difficult African business . 

Byamugisha 6 has pointed out , that insurance la\ in 

East Africa is nothing more than English insurance law . In 

the absence of a specific provision, the general law go erning 

insurance is the la\v of contracts a though insurance makes 

many excep ions . For instance, he insurance contracts may 

5. See J . Loxley , lakerere Institute of Social Research Conference 
Papers , January 1967 Univcrs'ty of East Africa , (mimeo) , 
"Financial In term-diaries and their Role in East .- frica". 

6 . 
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-
be form d simply by he satisfaction of he offer, acceptance 

an consideration req iremen s. ~gain th~ Insurance Companies 

Act contemplates tha an insurance contract will be in a 

policy and h · s "pol icy" may mean the con ract or the doctuncnt 

in which the ontrac is incorporated. 

In theory, insurance co anies do not go to people \·:ho are to be 

insured . Inste d the public are thought to go to the 

insruance company and as· it to insure them. The company may 

aco,.pt or refuse to insure . So the offer comes from the 

public and the acceptance comes from the company. In prac ice, 

however, the company issues its proposal form to he intending 

insured. fter filling it in~the applicant leaves it to the 

company to study it before it accepts his offer . Such offer 

may be rejected and it will be rejected when the company thinks 

the woulG be insured , his subject-rna ter , _or both are bad risks. 

When it is accepted, the company issues the policy containing 
• 

all the tenns of the insurance contract . 

Policies give protection in respect of e ents occurring 

during the period of insurance . Anything happenning outside 

the period is not covered . Policies may be limited in duration 

by stated time or stated continued existence of a state of 

affairs . They exp · re at the end of the fixed period or at the 

ceasure of the state of affairs . For instance, a rno or vehicle 

policy ~uuld normally run for one year , and many policies are 

on a yearly basis . But there are others such as the royage 

or transit policies, in respect of which cover ceases after the 

v-oyage or transit . Life policies are on the same basis , they 

ex-pire a he end of the life assured. This is not ho,,·ever 



true of other , 'PC of ins ranee on 1 if 1 ike health uran cs, 

incl ing acci en hich are time polici s , usually running from 

year o , e r and no dctenninable by the occurrence of 

e insured c · t . 

Insuran e co panies transact 1 h of their business 

through ag"nts, many of \\hom are no their employees . There 

are some risks involved in this, to both the insurer and he 

insured, since the a0 ents may not ah ·ays be honest . In heir 

efforts to ' in corrrnissions, some insurance agents fail to 

live up to what is conm ndable . They push people into 

insurances without fully advising them of their righ s and 

obligations ; and from the cases which have come to the courts, 

it does not appear that they are al\•ays accurate in filling 

in the proposal forms for the many illiterates or non-English 

eak. 1' 7 sp lilg app 1can s . 

Insurance · s an aleatory con ract. That is , recovery by 

the insured is conditional on the happenning of a specified 

event , which may or may not happen . The insured -would in any 

case pay his premium to the insurer and would have to observe 

all the other terms of the insurance contract . As Byamugisha puts, 

it , 'for a small sum (premium) the insured is assured of a much 

greater sum (indenmity) if a specific event occurs by \\hich 

he is put to loss, damage or liability.'' An insured must first 

suffer actual loss before he is entitled to a share from the 

insurance pool. His entitlement ·ill be only to the extent of 

the loss sustained , that is no profit· will accrue o the 

· See J . B . . mugisha , op . cit . p. ~ ~' -
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insureds, and recovery will e subject to proof of actua 1 los 

and only to the e en of the loss. 

Insurance is not s rictly an in es nt. Profits 

are shared a cording to the amount inves ed . Although 

pre ums re c 1arged, bu from each according to he risk 

to \'.;hich he general pool is put because of the nature , quality 

and quanti y of the subject matter for which the general 

pool is made a security . PremitunS are fixed after taking into 

consideration a ~ariety of factors . fair estirna e of losses 

ordinarily arising from the risk insured against is considered 

against the m.unber of people ci.esir · ng the insurance . The 

moral character and physical condition of the person applying 

for insurance may be as important as he physical quality 

of the subject matter de ired to be insured . Thus "insurance 

companies will go into small details to elicit all necessary 

information, to impose all necessary protection and to indemnify 

for all necessary ~oss , so that the insurance poo is not 

deple ed , and that some insureds do not subsidize o hers who 

could at times be snatching a windfall" . 8 

The essence of insurance therefore lies i n the elimination 

of the risk of loss for the individual through the combination 

of a large number of similarly exposed individuals who each 

contribute to a comnon fund premium payments sufficient to make 

good he loss caused to any one of them. I is the outstanding 

example of de ices for dealing with uncertainty by consolidation . 

8. J . B. Byamu isha , op . cit . p . 38 . 
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In practice only ri ·s ·hich in the lon run ar assessable 

over a wide field can be insured an they also h ve to be to so e 

ext n de en en on fac ors outside he control of insun~d 

individuals so hat all par icipan s have a chance, proporLionate 

to their contrjbutions , of benefi ing from the fund . gain , 

since risks are not necessarily identical, they must be assessed 

before the contract is made to ensure that the contributions 

or premiums are a. true reflection of the value of the right 

of each individual to benefit from the fund . 

Having discussed the economic , financial and legal 

environment within which insurance companies have been operating 

in Kenya, we now turn our attention to a review of i urance 

business during the pre-1ndependence period . Before doing 

so howe er we must point out some limitations to the data 

available . Statistics on insurance business in East £rica 

were first collected in 1950 in respect of the years 1947 to 

1949 and later covering up to the period 1957 which \as published 

in 1958 by the East African Statistical Department . It was not 

until 1961 that the most up-to-date and revised figures for 1950 

to 19 58 were published . And even hen these figur es were 

consolida ed for all the three East African states and including 

Zanzibar . \....Ountry-wise infonnation and a fe\ · breakdo ns only began 

to appear in the 1963 insurance statistics book . 

Data therefore in respect of Kenya before 1963 are 

interpolations based on he assum tion that during these years 

Kenya al~ne controlled over two-thir - of total financial assets . 
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One reason for his proposition is ha the local h ad 

office of mo of the insurance co nies in East £rica 

were in . airohi. · . breakdo,,n of total financial assets for the 

three coun rics after 1963 also show hat at all times the 

composition of · enya \\'as more than •a-thirds . In 1964 for 

examp~e, the total finan ial assets were £.33. 3 mill ion and 

ou: of this 25 .3 million were held in Kenya and the rest split 

evenly ben:een Uganda and Tanzania. Dr . Loxley however, 

p:>ints out that this 75\ of total local investment figure held 

in Kenya should not be seen from the point of view of net 

premiums, as only 55\ of it originated in Kenya. 9 This he points 

out was because there had been a flO\oJ of insurance funds from 

Uganda and Tanzania to Kenya which was t o be expected as the 

local head offices of most East African companies \\'ere in 

irobi . In view of these limitations, much of this review 

of insurance business until 1963 will be to some extent a 

review of insurance acti ities in the whole of the East African 

region . .-
By 1963 , there wer 121 insurance companies operating 

in East Africa and engaging in three categories of insurance, "life", 

"general insurance" and "life and general insurance". This 

figure represented an increase of 30 firms or 31 . 5% from 1950 . 

~uring the fourteen year period the number of companies gre~ 

consistently until they reached a peak in 1956 ''hen there \..:ere 

136 firms . As Table 1-2 indicates both "1 ife" and "life and 

general insurance' firms sho •ed a steady increase un il 1956 

ihile "general insurance' shm.;ed light falls during c las 

fi c years of the period after re· ching a high figure of 99 fi11i1S 

9 . See J. Loxley op . cit . 
-------------------------
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in 1960. 

The sharp drop in the m.ur.bers of firms in life insurance 

in 1957 as u a rnos en irely to the Life Insurance Corporation 

of India ·in o er effective control of a large ntunber of Indian 

f . 10 rms . Life insuran e l.'aS nationali:ed in India in 1956 and 

the newly -creat Life Insurance Corporation of India assumed 

operation of alTOOst the entire life business of Indian insurance 

companies. 

TABLE 1-2 

EAST AFRICA, 1950-1963 

YEAR Life General Life and General Total 
Insurance Insurance 

1950 16 56 19 91 

1951 16 63 22 101 

1952 17 70 25 112 

1953 17 67 25 109 

1954 17 79 26 122 

1955 18 83 29 130 

1956 20 87 29 136 

195 10 93 20 123 

1958 11 99 20 1~J 

1959 14 98 18 130 

1960 13 99 18 130 

1961 12 97 19 128 

1962 7 96 17 120 

1963 10 96 15 121 

Source: East African Insurance Statistics . 

10. See East African Insurance Statistics, 1950 - 1958 
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Thus the fall in the n er of life insurance £inns by half 

and in e number of life and general insurance firms b, nearly 

a third indica es he very consi erable Indian participation 

in the :ri ing of lif ins• ranee in East f ica. ltogether 

some t\•:en r C rms \\'ere co ered by the nationalization order . 

It must ho\o.·ev~r be noted that this decline in the number of 

firms engaged in life business did not affect the amoun of 

insurance premitunS . The somewhat accelerated increase in the 

number of general insurance firms after 1956 was to some extent 

accounted for by the fact that those Indian companies 

which were engaged in life and general insurance business 

were after 1956 classified under general insurance . An important 

characteristic of the number of insurance companies registered 

in the East fri:an territories during this period was the 

preponderance of foreign , particularly British, firms, a feature 

which as we shall s~e later is still dominant in insurance 

activities in Kenya . Table 1-3 shows the distribution of insurance 

companies by country of origin in 1958 . 

TABLE 1-3 

INSURANCE C<liP IES BY COOi\'TRY OF ORIG , 1958 

C~TRY OF ORIGI 

United Kingdom 

India 

Union of South Africa 

Kenya 

ustralia 

Other countries 

Source: East frican Insura ce S atis ics 

Nm-ffiER 

81 

21 

7 

6 

6 

22 
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The gro\·, h in insurance business \ins reflec ed in the 

large increase in gross premituns direct du ·ing he period 1950 

to 1963. Table 1- sho :s at gross prc1li collected by insurance 

com anies in Kcny ro-e from · 2 mill ion in 19 SO to K£8 . 3 million 

in 1963. 1950 and 1958 the percentage increase was 210t 

as compared ·i _ ·- ~ be .cen 1958 and 1963 ~nile the overall 

grO\ :th during the 1 -year period was 308 . 6\ . Al hough gross claims 

direct went up during the p riod , this did not have any appreciable 

effect on net income dtich increased by KS.2 . 5 million or 348.2\ · 

. TABLE 1-4 

Gross Total Gross Total 
Year Premiums Income* Claims Claims 

Direct Direct 

1950 2 , 0~1 2,080 721 1252 

1958 6 ,393 6 752 2526 4439 

1963 8, 301 9,397 3850 6133 ., 
Source: Computed from£ .. Insurance Statistics , 1950 - 1963 

• 
** 

Includes interest , rents fees etc . 

Includes expenses of management . 

K£ 'CXX) 

. ret 
Income 

728 

2313 

3264 

arious reasons accounted for the large increase in premiums 

during the period . Although developments in different classes of general 

insurance were also rcsponsib e , the gro,..,:th of insurance premiums 

in life assurance as faster than in the other classes of insurance . 

The more rapid grovth in life assurance ''as du"' to the grm~'th 

of the non-African population coupled with very considerable 

increase of a ·areness of the benefits of life insurance by 

the -rican po lation . The roin rea on for the uph'ard ren 
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in f · re insurance premiums was the great po o.:ar contncrcial 

de 'elo nt of he East . fri an terri cries and the consequent 

increase in insur:Ible in crests. \ 'i h respect to accident: 

insurance, th increase in premiums was he result of the groh·ing 

a\:areness b; 1e • ublic of hazards which may be cover d by 

insurance as ~·ell as the substantial increase in the non-African 

population especially during the period 1950 to 1958 . 

For example~non-.\frican population rose by 74\ from a level of 

154 , 8 6 in 1948 to 290, 327 in 1962 . On the other hand, the 

major factor in the grrn .. -th of employers 1 liability · nsurance 

was the legislation for h"orkmens 1 compensation, increase in the 

labour force due to grm ing de elopment, and the trend towards large 

scale employment (ben,·een 1958 and 1963 total number of people 

employedincreased£rom 593 ,200 to 622 , 200) . For rotor ehicle 

insurance , a rapid gro h of the m.unber of motor vehicles 

on the roads plus the higher pr ices paid for them largely 

accounted for the increase in premiums . During the latter 

part of the 1950s especially due to losses incurred on motor 

vehicle insurance , insurers increased the rates for passenger cars 

which vas also partly reflected in the rising premiums . Am:mg 

all the classes of general insur.ance , marine insurance contributed to 

the slmvest grolYt:h because of the tendency of exporters and 

importers to insure with companies abroad and partly because of 

a decrease in rates rcsul ting from better port facilities . 

Between 1950/1963 gross claims rose by 

K£3 .1 million to K£3 .8 million . Increasing expenses 
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of management \ere the major factors i..h his d~ elo en . 

For reasons already given abo e, accident insurance re ealed 

the highest increase in expenses of management followed by life 

insurance. One reason why exp nses of management tend to be high 

for life insurance is that the number of new policies issued is 

large an high initial commissions are paid on ne policies . 

It must also be pointed out that the very rapid gro,,rth in 

expenses of management was entirely consistent with the rapid 

growth of all classes of insurance in both Kenya and the East 

African region during this period . And from the national point 

of view this increase in expenses of management indicated 

growing contribution by insurance to national income primarily 

in the fonn of \o:ages . 

By 1963 investments of insurance companies in local 

assets arounted to K£21. million . The structure of their 

portfolio holdings ;;hewed that insurance companies were investing 

mainly in government ~d local government securities (34 . H) 

and 28.0\ in mortgages and loans while 13 .0\ was held in real 

estate (see Table 1-5) . Later in the following chapters we 

shall examine how f a r this structure of investment assets 

have changed since independence . I t is also interest ing to 

note that the bulk (84 .4 %) of insurance portfolios (items 1 to 5) 

were in investments held primarily for incom · 
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TABLE 1- 5 

1963 

~ t) \ of Total 

1. brtgao ru <.1 Lo ns 6 ,013 28 .0 

2. Go erru. n and Local Go·ernment 
Securities 7, 325 3 .1 

3. Treasury Bills and De·elopment Bonds 

4. Stocks an Shares Including Debentures 2, 2 9. 3 

s. Real Estate 2, 768 13 .0 

6. Cash in Hand and at Bank 1 , 501 7 .o 
7. Agents' Balances and Outstanding 

Premiums 1 ,069 5.1 

8 . Other Assets 738 3. 2 

9 . Total 21 , 416 100.0 

Source : East African insurance Statistics . 

1 . 2 Insurance Classification 

It ,.,..ould be eful at this point to make a differentiation 

of various tenns used . to describe the kinds of insurance business 

so as to clarify the cla sification which we intend to adopt 

in this study. The main forms of insurance are listed in Table 

1 - 6. Some of these categories cover wider risks than their 

actual title suggests ; for example , fire insurance may embrace 

insurance against damages from civil disturbances , storms , earth

quakes and other special risks . Life assurance is usually treated 

separately because it differs in many "ays from the other 

categories ,.;hich have many features in comm:.m with one another . 

Thus a common means of differentiation is to describe all forms 

of insurance other than life as ' general" insurance . The 

characteristic feature of all forms of general insurance is t hat 

the contract is an annual one . The premium is paid in return for 

the promise of an in emnity if the specified contingency occurs 

during a gh-en year; if ere is a partial dannge, an indenmity 

is paid o co·er he ac ual lo~s . 
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TABLE 1-6 

CL SIFIG TI OF I SURi feE 

A. Personal ns·Jr m c: Loss of income or increased expenditure 
through: 

SURVIV ILL HEALTH DEA.TH 

Life 

Burial 

Ju eni e Sickness 

UN 1PLO !ENT 

Unemployment 

Old . ge (Pensions) In alid 

Accidental Injury 

1aternity 

B. Property Insurance : Loss resulting from darn:1ge to or 
destruction of property : 

TANGIBLE PROPERTY 

Fire 

Flood and Stem 

Marine 

~tor Vehicles 

Aircraft 

Crop and Livestock 

Property Depreciation 

Embezzlement 

Forgery 

Burglary 

Thef 

Plate Glass 

Boiler 

Radiation 

INT GIBLE PROPERTY 

Cr edit (Bad Debts) 

Title and obrtgage 

Corporate Bonding 

Business Interruption 

Loss of Profits 

:farket Loss 

St rikes 

Compensation 

Public Liability 

Employers Liability 

Reinsurance 

Source: Deri •ed from George Clayton and W. T. Osborn , "Insurance 
Company Investment, Principles and Policy" . 
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The contract ·n life assurance differs from he contract 

in general because i is usually a long- erm one and he premiums 

are paid o·er a number of years . In theory it is feasible o 

provide life cover on an annual basis but there are serious 

disad an a es in ptactice . Since most life assurances are 

effected [ for tl e purpose of family protection in the event of 

death or to make provision for old ag , a · policy which terminates 

each year ould b quite inadequa e . family man for instance 

needs a permanent contract at a reasonable premium which he knows 

in advance and for which he can provide in his annual budget . 

And a seco important difference is that those who take out 

a long-term life assurance policy expe t to make a claim on the 

insurance company because the event on the occurrence of which 

the claim is paid , e . g . death or the attainment of a gi en age , 

is certain to haJ-pen . The WlCertainty arises from lack of 

knowledge as to when death ~-ill occur . On the other hand , in 

general insurance , the specified contingency - loss at sea or 

fire , for instance - may never happen to the individual policy

holders . It is this distinction which is the basis for using 

'assurance' when describing the various types of life business 

and 'insurance' for general business . 

Another classification which is more common in the 

U. S . . is to refer to general insurance as 'fire and casualty' 

insurance or 'property and liability insurance . A third way of 

differentiating insurance business is again to call all insurance 

other than life, ' non- life' . In this study , and for purposes of 

simplicity we shall adopt this last classification . From Table 1-2, 

\,·e ha no iceJ. earlier ha during he perio under re\ ie\,, there 
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were hree "ay of classif;ing ypes of i uran e in his coun ry -

'life', 'general insur nee', and 'life and general insurance' . 

1 . 3 Insuran~e Conpanies as Financial In ermcdiaries 

Financia intcnn ·aries play a "ery important role in a 

. developing economy . . s the economy grows, this groKth ends 

to be characterized by the the existence of increased financial 

intennediaries \~hose ftmction is to .hannel flow of savings from 

ultimate sa ers to ultimate users through indirect securities, 

either for in estment in :real assets or for consumption . Tnese 

interm diaries purchase primary securities and in turn, issue 

their own securities . In doing so , they come between ul imate 

borrowers and ultimate lenders . In essence , they transform 

these primary secLrities (direct claims) into indirect securities 

(indirect claims) . A life assurance company for example purchases 

mortgages and bonds and issues life assurance policies . Financial 

intennediaries do thus transform funds in such a '~Y as to make 

them more attractive 11 by providing a variety of services such 

as economies of scale , divisibility and flexibility , diversification 

and ris , matUTity, and expertise and convenience. 12 The existence 

of financial intermediaries therefore tends to make financial 

markets 100re efficient . By transforming primary securities into 

indirect securities , hey lo"'·er the cost to the ultimate borrower and 

provide a securi y better suited to the ultimate lender . 13 

11 . See Rayomond Goldsmith, "Financial Institutions' , 1eW York , 
Random l-lo se , Inc . , 1968, pp . 22 , l:;, . 

12 . See James C. · n Horne , ''Fun tion and Analysis of Capital 
Prentice Hall Inc ., 19 0 , pp . :;, - 14 . 

13 . Ibid, Chapter 2. 
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The impor ance of insurance companies as institutional 

investors is derived from their ftm tion as intermediaries in the 

capital market v:ho colle t an administer savings on behalf of 

a large body of in i ' idual policyholders . As such fonns of savings 

continue t o grO\ , (no only hrough insurance companies but through 

the other non-bank financial intermediaries) the investment 

activities of the institutions accepting them have more and 

100re impact on official policy and exert greater influence over 

the aroount and type of securities offered in the capital market . 

r The activities of these financial interme)6aries do have heoretical 

and practical implications . They may for instance make net 

additions to the supply of loanable ftmds available to deficit 

unit s (writs \\nose planned expenditures are in excess of funds 

arising out of the current income flow) by m:>bilizing the public ' s 

~dle balances through sales of securit ies out of their existing 

portfolios . Again , 9n a practical level t heir decisions about t he 

population of their c:urrent funds which they are prepared to 

place at the disposal of the public sector are of great 

significance for the operation of mane ary policy and debt management . 

Their size, as for instance in Britain and the U.S.A., gives them 

great power in directing the flow of capit al and their relat ive 

preferences for the various fonns of private debt and for the 

obligations of different types and sizes of compan~has a qualitative 

effect on capital formation . 

Until recently traditional monetary theory treated as neutral 

the effects of non- bank financial intermediaries such as building 

socie ies, hire-purchase finance companies, industrial bank- and 
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insurance companies on oone ary deman . This was because developments 

in ronetary theory e olvcd from the analysis of a worl dorniJ1ate 

by corrmercial banks hose liabilitie are widely accepted 

as money . "-nd secondly , that only commercial 

banks ha re he power to create 100ney . Pre-Keynesian and 

Keynesian models herefore had practically no room for the in estrnent 

beha iour of savings institutions , since in estment decisions 

were assumed to be made by jndividuals . And again that, the only 

current flow of funds in the system is that which originates in 

the banks, and their obligations were assumed to shape the choice 

open to potential investoi:s . However it is now knovm that the 

market for loanable funds in the modern capital market is influenced 

more by investment decisions made by portfolio managers in financial 

institutions and less by individuals trading on their own account . 

This is because the motivations hich guide such institutional 

investors are different from those of private ind.viduals . For 

instance, Cl~yton and shorn point out that the _ emergence of large-scale 

non-bank financial institutions , such as insurance companies , 

in 100ney and capital markets has greatly altered the conditions 

under which the price of credit is fixed . 14 

Although there is evidence about insurance companies that 

the contractual nature of funds which flow through them confarms 

the view that they are channelling current savings jnto the capital 

market , they can also contribute to monetary instability . If for 

instance , at various times they accl..Ulltllate ida.e balances in accordance 

with Keynes's speculative motive , they can act as agents in the process 

1 . 
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whereby savings are caught i~ the liquid.ty trap and are not 

transmitted throu h the market to finance capital formation . 

Thus it b omes lirrpor ant to study heir attitude to liquidity 

and o see ho f r their holdings of cash and other portfolios 

have ari through time m ing to uncertainty about the future 

rates of r turn. By their investment behaviour, insurance 

companies may augment the savings currently flm..ing in from their 

policyholders with the proceeds from sales of assets, particularly 

Government securities, out of their existing portfolios . If these 

securities are bought by the public with idle money balances or 

by the monetary authorities , credit is put at the disposal of 

borrowers which is greater than the funds which savers are 

currently putting at their disposal. 

In addition to the quantitative aspect of their investment 

policy, the qualitative aspe~t is also important . This can be 

seen from the fact that the destination of the savings administered 

by the insurance companies may have a significant influence 

on the pattern of fixed capital formation and hence on industrial 

expansion . It is therefore necessary to examine th effect 

of the growth of savings through the insurance companies on the 

supply of funds for industrial development , and the availability 

of funds to both the public and he private sectors . The 

distribution of their assets between the obligations of the public 

and private sectors also has implications for the conduct of 

m::metary and debt policy . In times of increased credit for 

instance, the effectiveness of the authorities efforts to 

decrease credit to the pri ate sec or can be greatly enhanced if 
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they can a tract a hi her roportion cf he contractual s vings 

adnUUListered by the insuran e companies into official hands . 

Consequen ly, i is lso necessary to stu y their role in both 

governrnen finance and public debt managemen . Thus in 

assessing th ro e of insurance companies in the develo ental 

process, it is to be expected that this should be reflecte in the 

trend in 1eir portfolio holdings . 

1. 4 Objectives of the Study 

Among the non- bank financial intermediaries in Kenya, insurance 

companies are the most important both in quantitative terms 

(See Sectio_n 1.1) and quite apart from the fact that they have 

had an wrinterrupted growth since the end of the war . It is my 

intention to study the portfolio holdings of these insurance 

companies , both life and non- life , during the period 1950 to 

1974 . 

In this respect we· shall be concerned with : 

1. The extent to which changes in the portfolios 

of the insurance companies have reflected 

changing demands of the economy . 

2 . l\hat influences investment policies of insurance 

companies in Kenya . 

3. The role of insurance companies with regard to go ernment 

finance , the development of the capital market , the 

public and private sectors . 

\\bether insurance companies have played a role in the 

develo mental process . 



1. 5 Statemen of Hypotheses and , ethodo ogy · 

Hypotheses 

In the light of the foregoing , this study is geared to 

inves igating the following hypotheses: 

1. That insuran e ftmd managers must be seen as conserva ive 

investors who adopt a prudent image and pursue 

cautious portfolio policies because of their 

traditional concern for sol ency . This conservative 

investment behaviour is partially due to the fact 

that insurance business in Kenya is widely dominated 

by foreign companies whose policy decisions tend . 

to be dictated from their parent companies . 

2 . That despite the relatively large gr') ~ in their 

accumulated funds , insurance companies have played 

very litt e role in the direct allocation of investible 

ftmds for development in response to the 

Kenyan situation . Consequently , apart from inves ing 

primarily in short-term assets , they have had only 

a minimal impact on developing the capital market 

which is already underde eloped due to the narrowness 

of the mar etfor most securities . 

3. That unli.k their counterparts in the U. S .. and 

especially in the U. K., where they have had an 

indisputable power through their influence on the 

economy as to even necessi ate the indirect use of 

monetary policy to regulate their activities from 

time to time, his has not been the case in Kenya 
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due to their reluctance to influence. o any a reciable 

extent he development process in sp· e of their 

relatively long exis ence in the Kenyan economy . 

4. Tha of 1· te however certain de elopments suggest 

tha this situation could be changed to make 

insurance companies increase their role without 

necessarily resorting to direct control of their 

operations . 

Methodology 

In a study of this nature , information required to support 

the above hypotheses depends on a lot of statistical data . 

In this respect this investigation relies heavily on available 

published data between 1950 and 1974 . The m.c.jor source of the 

data therefore is the East African Insurance Statistics 

published by the East African Statistical Department up to 

196 7; for the years 1"968 to 1970 by the Central Bank of Kenya 

and from 1971 onw4rds by the Central Bureau of Statistics . 

Other sources of data are the annual published reports of 

insurance companies obtained f rom the Registrar of Companies , 

the annual Statistical Abstracts and Economic Surveys . 

Again assembling these data without any interviews of the 

portfolio managers involved will be quite meaningless . Thus 

our in·estigation is supplemented by information collected 

through personal visits and chats with top management of 

a number of insurance companies including the State Reinsurance 
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Corpora ion and personnc 1 of the Regis rar of Insurance 

Companies D p~r nt. 

to the validi y of the hypo heses , our investigation 

will be ba_ on annlysis and interpretation of these data 

as \·ell as ra"·ing comparisons bcn..·een them and other 

countries as be omes necessary . 



• 

LIFE SSURA: 'CE 

The obj ec i e of this chapter is to isolate life 

assuran c fro non- life business and analyse its role 

in the Kenyan context since independence . In doing so we 

shall attempt to answer some of the issues raised in the 

last chapter and thereby investigate to what extent some of 

our hypotheses could be verified or negated . Section 2.1 is 

a brief discussion on the nature of life assurance in 

general \.;hile section 2. 2 is concerned "'ith the principles 

and practices that guide in estments of life assurance companies . 

In section 2 . 3, an attempt is made to evaluate the perfonnance 

of life business in the Kenyan economy during the post -independence 

period. 

2 .1 Introduction 

The primary business of life companies is the sale of 

assurance and annuity protection which enables them to accumulate 

funds . The need t o acclUlll.llate life funds is greatly reinforced 

by the fact that modern life assurance companies "no only 

protect their policyholders against the danger of dying too soon 

but also against the danger of living so long that later years 

of their lives are marred by poverty" . 1 Consequently , life 
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assurance coJTlpanies recei e funds from policyholders seeking 

protection against financial losses caused by death and poverty 

in later r ars of old age. These fun s are combined ''i h the 

aggrega e in·es ent of stockholders and are invested in a 

portfolio of -ecurities that \oJi.ll ensure adequate liquidity 

to pay policy claims for those policyholders who die or 

attain policy maturity . Earnings on the invested funds cover 

a portion of the death claims , since the amount of premium charged 

on roost types of life assurance policy assumes a certain rate 

of return on the investment of the policyholders' premium 

payments . This rate of return is contractual , which means 

that the level of premiums is based upon an ass1..DIIed percentage 

rate. If actual earnings exceed this contractual rate , the 

difference belongs to the o~ners of the assur~ce company. but if 

actual earnings are less than the contractual rate, the shareholders 

must make up the difference through less earnings for themselves . 

That portion of the earnings on the assurance company's 

portfolio that is not allocated for eventual payment of death 

claims is available o pay the operating expenses of the company 

and, if anything remains , as earnings attributable to the 

stockholders of the company. 

UndeThTiting is the process by which an insurance 

company determines whether and on \mat basis it will accept 

an application to insure a particular type of risk . Life assurance 

is sold to persons \ ishing to pro ·ide financial protection to 

some beneficiary , usually a family but on occasion a business or 
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other parties who \I.'"Ould othen'ise experience a financial loss 

in the ev nt that he person died prematurely. Because all 

persons die eventually , the basic business of the life 

assurance omp ny is un e~Titing the risk assocjated with 

premature death . 

The first step in the undenvriting process in elves 

detennining expected length of life from mortality ~ables , 

which have been compiled over many years and which gi e the 

ratio of deaths to those living at each age. The second step 

is to ensure that an adequately large number of policies 

is sold so that the actual death experience among the many 

policyholders of each age group approximates the assumptions 

on which the mortality tables are based . The third step in the under

writing process involves dE"~ennining what premiums the insured 

rnust pay to the assurance company so that total premium receipts 

in each year , plus possibly a portion of earnings upon the 

portfolio, are adequate to pay the death benefit claims expected 

in that ye r . The fourth step is one wherein the company 

detennines the "load", or amount of operating expenses that 

must be added to the premium to pay the ongoing costs of the 

assurance business itself and to provide any underwriting 

(as distinct from in estment) profit . 

Life assurance companies sell a wide variety of 

policies , all of \l.nich are combinations of three basic types: 

tenn assurance , straight life assurance , and annuities . The 

simplest type of 1 ife assurance is erm policy , in '·hich he 
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the policy n.ms for 't s eel period, perhaps five years to 

ten years, after \\hich i expires . Paym n is made to he 

beneficiary only if he insured dies ,.i hin the tenn . An 

individual -raight life, also called ordinary life 

or whole life, policy pro ides assurance coverage for a 

person's entire life unless the policy is terminated by lapse 

(failure to pay the premium) or surrender for its cash value . 

Annuities are assurance contracts that guarantee a regular 

current income for life or for a specified period of years . 

An annuity for life is , in some respects, the reverse of 

a straight life policy. 

The basic nature of a term policy can be explained with 

reference to a one- year policy issued to a 23 - year - old 

person. Let us say , according to one of the tables used by 

life companies during the period 1950 - 1954 there lvere 1.89 

deaths per thousami persons 23 years oJ:d. If the company wrote 

1 /- policies on 1 . , persons of 23 years old on the 

assumption that their mortality experience would duplicate that 

of the able , the company \\"'uld anticipate that 189 of these 

persons would die in the ensuing year . Looking only at 

assurance the company "·ould have to collect 189 , I- from 

its 100 000 policyholders in order to have funds to pay 1,000/

for each of the 189 expected deaths . Thus the "pure" premium 

would be K. Sh . l.89 per insured person . 

bst individuals want assurance coverage over a major 

portion if not the entirety of their life . Term assurance, 

described earlier, expires at the end of the term and a ne\v 

policy mus be taken out if continued coverage is wanted . 
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One potential difficulty in o taining an t~rm policy to 

replace w1 expired term policy is that assurance companies 

usually require medical examinations for those whom they 

assure so as to protect themselves against adverse selection 

by applicants ~ho know they ill soon die .2 sa person ages , 

he might become tm.able to pass a physical examination . This 

difficulty can be overcome by taking out rene\vable term 

assurance , in v:hich the policy can be renewed or extended \dthout 

further medical examination . This is possible because if the 

rene~~ble provision was stated in the initial policy , there can be 

no adverse selection several years later at the date of potential 

rene\:al. . 

Tenn assurance presents another difficulty for the 

insured , for as he grows older his premium will rise. Continuing 
• 

· th our earlier example of a one-year term pvlicy , rather than 

the roore common f~ve - an ten-year policies , the annual "pure" 

premilDll would rise with each decade of age as follm.;s: 

Age 

23 .................. . 

33 ................. . 

43 
53 .................. . 

63 .................. . 

73 ................. . 

83 .. ............... 
93 ................ . 

99 .................. 

2. See Chapter 1 Section 1 .1 

'Pure ' Prernil.un for 
one-year term policy 
of 1000/-

KSh . l.89 

2. 32 
4 . 53 

10 .89 

26 . 57 

63 . 26 

139 . 38 

289 . 30 

1000.00 
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As the insured gro's old , he ·auld find it increasingly difficult 

to pay the incrcasin costs. To avoid rising prem·ums 

on sequential crm policies , one can ta e out straight life 

assurance. UnJe su h a policy, a le el or a cons ant premium 

is paid each ye r un il death, a lvhich time he benefits 

are paid to the beneficiary . The level premium ' ·1 be high r 

than the tcnn premium in early years, but lo •er than the term 

premium in later years . 

The use of level premium plans makes life companies 

become investment com~es as '"ell . The importance of the 

level premium plan is that a portion of the premium goes to pay 

the equivalent of the term premium, while the remainder is 

invested in a "savings account" for the policy-holder . This 

savings account , technically called the policyholder's reserve , 

earns interest at a contractual rate established at the time 

the policy is written . As the policyholder's reserve builds up 

over the years through additional premiums plus earnings on past 

acctn1U.llations, it is necessary to "purchase ' smaller and sm.lller 

aiOOunts of term assurance. At the end,of, say, 30 years, the 

pure premium per 1) /- of assurance would have risen to 10. 89/- . 

If by this time, however, the policyholder's reserve had increased 

to, say, 600/-, it would be necessary to purchase only 400/- of pure 

term assurance at a premium cost of 40 percent of 10 .80/-

or 4 . 35/-. By the end of the policy period , the "sa ings account" 

would have grown to 1 ,000/- , and the death benefit payment would 

amount to giving to the beneficiary the 1 ,CXYJ/- balance in the 

insured's 'savings account" . 
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The le\el premi ype of assurance po'licy provide funds 

for the portfolio of he life company . E en a term policy 

wri ten for fi ·e or ten years has itself a level premiLml over 

this interv 1 an thus has, to a rodcst degree , a policyholder's 

resen·e dur ms so. of this interval . In any e ent , the assurance 

company is re ei ing funds that it must invest and on which it 

is calculating an imputed interest rate to add to the reserve 

of the policyholder . If the life company can earn more on the 

funds than it has contracted to add to the policyholder ' s 

reserve, the difference , as ~e ha e already pointed out , belongs 

to the stockholders of t he company . This is offset, however, 

by the fact that if the funds should earn less than the 

contractual rate, earnings on the stockholders' equity cushion wot1ld 

have to make up the difference . Generally, contractual rates are 

set below what the company thinks it will be able to earn. 

From the foregoing, we can see that accumulated funds 

play a vital role in life assurance and basically , the rise 

of the fun is detennined by the difference between t\\·o £10\ s , 

the inflow of premitun income and interest earnings minus 

tax and the outflow of claims and expenses . The voh.une and time 

trend of claims depends upon the rate of roortality experienced 

by the insured . In practice this is calculated by actuaries 

who use mortality-tables which take into account such fac ors 

as , age , sex, and class of life , of which the rate of mortality 

is a function . The actuarial profession is a highly technical 

job and at the momen life companies for instance , depend 

on outside consul ants as there are only t~o qualified actuaries 

in Kenya Kho are also expa riates. 
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Through their o rations, life assuranc companies 

come to ha e large ftmds tmder their control. The necessity 

for the large accumulated funds can be justified on two grotmds. 

First, sin e i is con enient to sell life assurance in he form 

of long-te contracts for the payment of equal annual premitmlS, 

technical consi erations require the acctmlulation of funds in the 

hands of the assurance companies for the duration of ese contracts . 

Secondly, in contrast with companies providing other types of insurance 

they act as agents and intermediaries for the collection of the 

public's savings and become liable to repay the capital sums entrusted 

to them plus interest at some fixed date in the future . The funds, 

which thus accrue to them from the various types of policy premiums , 

are eannarked to cover future liabilities which can only be met if 

they are kept intact and allowed to increase at the compound rate 

of interest assumed at the time of the initial contract . iJespi te 

these reasons and that it is still possible for an assurance 

company with an appre~tly large fund available to be echnically 

insolvent, life assurance companies are often criticized for be'ng 

conservati e in theirinvestment behaviour because it ·s felt their 

cash flow position is so stable and predictable that a natural built-in 

liquidity is provided . 3 

2 . 2 Principles of Portfolio Choice of Life ssurance companies 

Clayton and Osborn ha e pointed out that tmtil recently, there 

had been little discussion among actuaries on the appropriate investment 

3. 
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policies to b pursued by managers of life and non-life ins·rance 

funds . 4 Because of the divergence be ·een e objects serred 

by the t\,'0 types of insurance funds, principles w-hich "·ould be 

suitable for one h'O d not necessarily be appropria e for 

the other. 5 Conse uently, ,,·hereas a skilful in estment 

policy is crucial to the success of a life assurance company 

(because of he long- tenn nature of the business) , this is 

an incidental factor for a non- life insurance company . 

In formulating a portfolio policy , that is , a set of 

pr inciples governing specific decisons to acquire or dispose 

of portfolio assets , life assurance companies are faced with 

a choice ben~een portfolio return and portfolio r isk . 6 The risk 

of a life assurance company is rather U."'li que in that the company 

enters into a cvntract ' hich promises an int erest return from 

the outset alt hough the receipt of t he premiums , and hence the 

investment, will be del ayed until s ome fu t ure date . Port folio 

selection under condit ions of uncertainty assume that investors 

consider each category of asset by the characteristics of 

the probability distributions of the returns attached to it . 

Using the techniques of portfolio analysis , it is possible to 

derive the set of what 1arkmdtz calls "efficient" portfolios , 

4 . Clayton and Osborn, op . cit . 

S. For the dissimilarities beu-.:een non- life and life insurance 
see Chapter 3. 

6. See Dr . L. D. Jones , "Im estment Policies of Life Insurance 
Companies" Di ision of Research , Graduate School of Business 
. dministration , Harvard University , Boston 1968, Chapters 1 an 2. 

7 . The mos 

Sclec 

Sons, 
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that is, portfolios ~hich satisfy he requirement th t no 

cornbinat"on of assets can produ e a higher expected return 

8 without also incurring greatervaria ility of return . 

To i lustra e measurement of risk take r to represent 

expected value or ex ccted outcome ha ing a \dde range of 

values each d. th i S 0\\'11 proba ility and defined as T ~y Sr!; 

where ys is he probability that r will take the value rs. 

Following this definition, and using as a measure of risk or 

~ - 2 variability of the return, the variance is ~s(rs - r) , 

which is the average of the squares of the deviations of the values 

of the return from its expected value (expected value then is 

the value of the outcome multiplied by its probability). Thus 

given an investment fund and asstmring that investors desire high 

expected return and lo~ variability (or risk) of return, the' ' ·n 

select a portfolio from among the set of efficient combinations. 

In so doing, di ers"fication becomes possible as a desirable 

objective in itself . 

Quite apart from prac ical difficulties in using Marko' it-'s 

JOOdel, Dr . Jones has also pointed out other obstacles that the 

theory entails for an empirical investigation into invesonen~ 

behaviour . 9 "The nx>del", for instance, "demands that the inYestigator 

be able to spedfy the statistical moments upon which the investor's 

utility depends and the form of the ftmctional relationships from 

which investor estimates of expected value , variance , are detennined . But 

even at this , the model may fall well short of reflecting all the relevant 

..tar}·owi :, op . cit . Par III. 

9 . For i.J:stancc , computational problems in ol ved in ariances and 
co ·anances espec ·ally \-:hen he m.u:tber of securi tics is lar c . 
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dimensions of the portfolio decision problem. I is not 

at al clear ha • rian~e is an adequate measure of defaul 

risk . Higher momen s, especially the third moment, are no 

dou t of ~ignifican e o many investors . Other charac eristics 

of financial assc _ for example, marke ability and rna urity 

are ignored alt ough these attributes are clearly related to 

portfolio risk . 10 

Despite all these shortcomings \\'e may note tha 

uncertainty of future events increases the number of relevant 

attributes to any security and in selecting his portfolio 

the in estor has to choose securities which provide him 'ith 

the optimum combination of attribu es . Thus his dernan function 

schedule for a particular type of security cannot be estimated 

as the function of its interest-yield alone but other attributes 

too must be taken into accoWlt . Some of the specific attributes 

that have attracted the attention of ~Titers in the field 

of insurance are: (1) capital-value risk , or he probability 

that the marke value of a security will fluctuate through time, 

(2) yield, (3) default risk, (4) marketability or shiftability , 

tha is, the possibility tha a security can be easily realized 

without rrruch danger of loss, and (5) income risk, arising from 

the fact tha interest income cannot be predicted with certainty 

beyond he rna urity and call date of a security. 

How far the above risk at ributes influence investment 

decisions of life assurance companies has been extensively discussed 

10. Dr . L. Jones , op. cit ., Chap er ~ . 
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by Clayton and Osborn 11 as ~ell as by 0 . L. Jones . 12 They 

have sho\orn for inst nee, that the capital-va ue risk is of 

secondary importance because in practice life assurance companies 

tend to have a s ble and predictable built- in liquidi y position .13 

For ex3111pl e , the premium inflo\.; of both the U.S. • and Bri tis: 

assurance companies , on average , has been more than tl ice 

the outflow of claims and for life companies in Kenya the ratio 

has been 1. 7 (see Table 2 - 2) . furthermore , the need for 

capital-certainty and marketability are closely connected lvith 

the liquidity position of life companies and hence as regards 

t heir liquidity pr eference , the precautionary and speculative 

motives hardly exist at all . Consequently, their portfolio 

liquidity can be easil y sat isfied by placing a nominal amount 

of their funds in short- term government secur'ties . 

major concern of investment policy is t hat life 

companies must earn at east the rate of ret urn assumed in the 

calculation of the contracts . It i s possibl e that t he realized 

rate of return on invested funds could fall short of the 

assumed rate . Thus life assurance companies are exposed to 

an income risk arising from the uncertainty abou future 

movements in the level of int er es t r ates . However , minimization 

of income-risk , like capital-value risk , does not constitute 

an important objective of investment policy because of the part 

played by a bonus loading element in Kith-profit premiums , 

~nich pro ides a reserve that can bear the brunt of any initial 

11 . Cla on and Osborn , op . cit . 

12. r . Jones , op . cit . 
13 . Ibi . 
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failure o earn the ra e of return ass LUlled '"hen the without-

profit policies v:ere Hri tten. Incom risk has played little 

role among Ken·a life assw·ance camp ies partly because the 

structure and le rel of interest rates mch pre\:ailed uring 

the regL. e of t e E s t . frican Currency Board has been generally 

maintained although some attention is given to it hen 

investing their funds "orl~~de rather than in Kenya alone . 14 

The principle of spreading investments is required 

to minimize the risk of default . Here again, in practice, 

there does not appear to be a~great deal of evidence to 

support the view that portfolio diversification is deliberately 

sought as an in estment objective . For m:>st life assurance 

companies the size of the accruing funds, combined with the 

desire always to keep fully invested, ensures that the desired 

portfolio diversification is attainable without conscious 

effort. Invterviews with the investment managers of ten -
life assurance cornpan1cs in Kenya have confirmed he impression 

that few of them if any, consciously make diversification 

a major objective except in the field of equity in estment . 15 

Given that minimi-ation of the four risk attributes are 

not important objectives of investment policy, it follows 

that life assurance companies can be regarded as adopting a 

14. See Central Bank of Kenya, ' 1oney and Banking in Kenya'' , 
19 3, p . 20. 

15. Investigations of Clayton and Osborn also confirm the same 
a i ude among Bri ish Life Companies . 
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particular inves ment pattern by follO\'>'ing the simple objective 

of maximizing expected yields. Here too \'C must caut ·on that 

in practice, there is no consc~ous effort on the part of life 

assuran e companies to pursue this maximization objective . 

For one th"ng, life offices scarcely employ qualified personnel 

such as inves ent or financial analysts and economists to 

manage their portfolios. In most cases, even such a giant 

institution like the Prudential Assurance Company in the U.K. 

has started employing such expertise only recently, although 

the investment department still remains small . 16 ~1aximi:ation 

of expected yields also operates under certain cons raints which 

are not of much concern to life assurance companies in Kenya. 

The first constraint is exposition to currency risks when 

companies invest worldwide and the incidence of ' taxation . The 

principles whereby the liability of life and annuity funds 

to tax are determined are extremely complex as in the U.K. 

which is not the case in Kenya where life companies are taxed 

on their profits just like other non-insurance companies . 

To StDn up , the needs of life assurance companies in 

relation to their liabilities are such that they respond in the 

following manner . They follow a policy of keeping fully in ested 

at all times and in erviews with inves ent managers again confirm 

that at all times their assets are distributed in such a way 

that SO percent are held in fixed interest-bearing stocks and 

the remaining SO percent in other assets . They are income-conscious 

16. See for instance, Clayton and Osborn's criticism on he 
reluctance by life companies to e .ploy invcstmen cxpcr ise 
and their strong urge for the crea ion of su h erartment · . S e 
ClayLon and Osborn , op . cit. p . 35 23 . 
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in estors \\rho strive to maximi::e their earnings by selecting 

their assets from a range of eligible invcstm nts, eligibili y 

being determined by limits set on the amount of risk acceptable 

on any given asse . gain, subject to the constraints imposed 

upon them by their liability to taxation an currency risks, 

the objective of expe ted yield maximization is modified in 

practice by the desire for some portfolio diversification 

within their equity holdings·. In the next section we shall 

examine the actual investment policy of assurance companies 

between 1963 and 1974 . 

2 . 3 Performance of Life Assurance Companies 

In Chapt r One we noted that by independence , the number 

of life assurance companies had decreased by half mainly because 

of the nationalization of insurance business in India . By 1974 

however, life companies had groM1 to 19 having reached a peak of 

20 in 1972 . Quite a m.unber of companies writing both life and 

non-life business h ve since been withdrawing from underwritting 

li£e policies . One reason for this development is that until 

lately foreign life assurance companies were using different 

mortality-tables in determining premiums for their African and 

non-African clients . \~en these companies were therefore required 

to apply the same mortality tables , some have found it necessary 

to stop writing new policies arguing it \~as 1.mprofitable because 

of the higher risk involved in the African business . Out of the 

19 life companies operating iil 1974 only 5 were incorporated 
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in Kenya and their total assets and liabilities stoo at 

K£13 .4 million out of total assets of I<£ 5. million of all 

life assuran e co~Lnies . 

The grO\·:th in h mnrher of life companies as also 

reflected in the gTO\\"th in he number of policies , and ruoount 

of insurance in force (see Table 2-1 below) . Total number 

of policies increased by 67 thousand or 95 .7\ during the period 

1964/1974 and the a.IOOunt of insurance in force also rose by 

K£75 .6 million or 80 .9\ t o K£169 .2 million . 

TABLE 2-1 

Number of Amount of Tot al 
Year Policies Insurance Assets 

in Force 

~ 
(KS !CXX>) (K.£ '(XX)) 

1964 70 , 806 93 ,419 .A. 
1965 74 , 388 90, 788 N.A 
1966 9, 367 92 ,873 

1967 83 ,909 99 , 583 N.A 
1968 118 , 983 100, 46 30, 520 

1969 145 , 617 113 ,468 31,460 

1970 109 , 994 127 ,111 33 ' 734 

1971 127 , 569 138 , 669 38,9 

1972 121 ,042 141 ,087 39 ,657 

1973 147 ., 167 148 ,405 42 , 208 

1974 137 ., 032 169 ' 198 45 ' 713 
~ 

Source : Oeri ved from the Insurance s · · I . d tat1st1cs an the Statistical 
Abst racts 
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Although cash demands increased steadily from KI1 .7 

million to K 8 . 2 million bet,·een 1963 and 19 4 net premiwn 

income remained positive throughout the period thereby ensuring 

a stable liq idi y position (See Table 2-2) . 

TABLE 2- 2 

NET PREMIUM Il CCNE OF LIFE 
1963 - 19 4 

et Income Ratio of !anagemcnt 
Available Cash Expenses as 

Year Income Outgoings for ew Inflow % of Premium 

(I<£' CXX>) 
Investment to Income 

(I<£ ' 00:>) (Ki '<XX)) Outfl:m·: 

1963 3,413 1669 1644 2.0 18.3 

1964 3,705 3039 666 1.2 20 .2 

1965 3,623 2563 1060 1.9 21.7 

1966 3,674 • 2574 llOO 1.9 24 .7 

1967 4,425 2690 1735 1. 6 22 .7 

1968 7 J 11 4089 3322 1. 8 29 . 7 

1969 12 , 203 4931 72 2 2. 5 19 .7 

1970 7, 872 4726 3146 1. 7 28 .3 

1971 12 , 399 6393 6006 1.9 21.2 

1972 10, 301 6258 4043 1. 6 28 .8 

1973 10, 728 7546 3182 1.4 34.1 

1974 11 ,130 8164 2966 1. 4 38 .6 

verage 1.7 

Source: Derived from the Insurance Statistics and the 
Statistical Abstracts 
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Table 2-2 also indi ates that on a •erage premium inflm· has been 

Jll)re than one and h lf tim s the outflm· of cl ims and other 

expenses. It sho d also be noticed that but for managew. nt 

expenses \,hich incre sed by 589q beween 1963 and 19 4 this 

liquidi y r t · o hould be e en more impressi e . 

• e reason lo;hy management expenses tend to be high for 

life companies is that the nwnber of new policies issued 

is large and high initial commissions are paid on ne' 

policies . Clayton and 0 born have shown that at that level 

even if no new policies were sold, the life fund would continue 

to grow for at least ten years and ould not return to the 
17 original level for over twenty years . And it is partly 

for this reason that it is said that the precautionary motive 

for liquidity hardly exists for assurance companies (see Section 

2 . 2) . 

Table 2-3 indicates the ratios of premiums to claims 

in life assurance as co~~red with non-life business . The 

average over the period gi es some idea of the degree of risk 

attached to both classes of insurance . The higher the ratio , 

the smaller the degree of risk . On this basis , the risk to insurers 

is lower in life assurance than in non- life and that this should 

be so is understandable in hat , con ingency in life assurance 

is remote in the sense that it is postponed for a considerable 

period . toreover , the Wlit of potential loss is small and the 

degree of catastrophe potentially negligible. 

1" . See Clayton and Os rn, op . cit . Cha ter 
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TABLE 2-3 

R! TIO OF GROS PRE.\IIUMS TO GROSS CL \DIS 

Year Life . surance on-Life 
Insurance 

1963 . 2 2.0 

196 3. 6 2 .1 

1965 3 .9 1.9 

1966 3. 7 2 .5 

1967 4 .4 2 .0 

1968 6 .0 1.3 

1969 8 .8 1.2 

1970 6 .4 2.1 

1971 6 . 2 2.1 

1972 6.3 2.1 

1973 . 5 2. 2 

1974 4 .6 2.8 

verage 5.4 2.0 

l 

Source : Derived from the Insurance Statistics and the 
Statistical .~stracts 

During the period 1950 to 1963, the average ratio for life 

assurance was 3.8 which compares favourably with the average 

of 5.4 in the 1963/1974 period and indicates that life 

business was in a stronger liquidity position during the 

1963-19 4 period. In the light of this, it would ha e been 

expected that this ~ould be reflected in the distribution of 

their portfolio assets through a more flexible portfolio policy . 

On the contrary, the structure of assets of life companies 

had no been any different from "·hat it ,,·as at the time of 

independence as Table 2- shows .18 

18. fer o TaMe 1-S,''ha ter 1 . 
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TABLE --

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Total J..ssets c· 'X11) 30,520 31, 60 33, - 38 ,900 39 , 65 42,208 
( of Total .~sets) 

Cash in Hand 0 .0 o.o o.o 0 .0 0 . 2 0 .1 

Balances with Banks 

Institutions an . gents 0 .6 10.9 7. 2 13 .1 11.9 12 . 2 

Investments (Domestic 
& External) * 43 .3 36 .5 39.2 33 .9 33 .8 33 . 5 
Loans and lortgages . 24 .4 26 . 2 24 . 7 28 .3 26 .6 23 .5 
Fixed Assets (Inclu ing 
Real Estate/Property) 11 .3 14 . 2 19 . 2 17 .6 16.9 15.2 

Other Assets 
(Including Outstanding 
PremitunS) 20.4 12. 2 9.7 7. 2 10 .6 13 . 2 

Total 100.0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Derived from the Statistical Abstracts as revised by the 

Central Bureau of Statistics at the time of writing . 

* Includes: Local and Government Securities and Treasury Bills 

A more detailed analysis (see Table 2-5) sho~s that 

short-term assets (government and local government securities as 

well as treasury bills) con inued to feature prominently in the 

investment portfolio of life assurance companies . This was 

closely followed by loans to the private sector mainly in 

the form of oortgages rather than direct loans . In estment 

in fLxed (company premises and real estate) also remained the 

hird major source of im·es en ·i th an average proportion 

of 15.9\ of total assets during the eriod . Financing the u lie 

1974 

45, n-

0 . 5 

14 .8 

30 . 5 

26 .3 

17 . 3 

10 .6 

100.0 
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sector through direc credit 'fc!S virtually igno1ed as 

can be seen in the table . The figures for ' all o her" 

do estic inves ents re resen stocks shares and debentures 

(both quote and unq o ed, preference and ordinary) . 

• <\: •• 

(~ of Total ssets) 1968 1969 1970 19 1 1972 19 3 

Cash , Balances with Banks , 
10 .9 Institutions and gents 0 . 6 .2 13 .1 12 .1 12 .3 

Domestic Inves ents -
Securities/T . Bills 25 .1 25 . 2 23 .4 21.4 21.8 21.7 

All Other 7.5 9 .2 · 12 .7 8. 2 8.9 8. 

External In estments 10 .7 2. 2 3.1 4. 2 3.1 3.4 

Loans and Advances -
Policyholders 8 . 9 .1 9.0 9.1 7 .5 6.8 
Public Sector 0 .9 0 .9 0.8 1.1 0 .6 0.8 
Private Sector 14 .8 16 .1 14 .9 18 .1 18 . 5 18 .3 

Fixed Assets 11. 3 14 . 2 19 .2 17 .6 16 .9 15 . 2 

Other Assets 20 .4 12 . 2 9.7 7. 2 10.6 13 . 2 

197 

15 . 3 

20 .6 

9. 3 

0. 6 

6 .9 
0 . 2 

19 . 2 

17 . 3 

10 . 6 

Total 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

* Central an~ Local Government Securities . 
Source : Deri ed from he Statistical Abs racts 

Although an actual breakdown of this figure is not a ailable 

to detennine for instance , the extent of the companies' 

participation in the irobi Stock xchange , this would be 

taken as a rough guide . One drawback to this study was the 

difficulty in obtaining information especially relating to 

shareholdings of insurance companies . This is made more difficult 

by tl e fact that the foreign insurance companies submit to the 

Regis rar of Insurance Companies only consolidated published 

accoun s of their hea offices and nothing on their separate 
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opera ions in Kenya . Even personal visits to hese co anies 

could not help . Flowe er , it is interesting to note that 

at the ti..mc o indep ndence shares , stocks and debentures constituted 9 . 3 

percent of e portfolio holdings of ·nsurance companies (see Table 1-5) 

and by 19- t her e h d not been any significant changes in this 

ratio . comparison Hith the U.K. for example , shows that by 

1960, debentures, ordinary stocks and shares constituted 

34 . 9 percent of total investment portfolio of insurance 

companies . 19 This investment beha iour of assurance companies 

in Kenya with regard to· their reluctance to participate in the 

local stock exchange can also be said to be responsible for 

the slow development of the capital market . 20 

That an undesirably large part of l ife assurance 

:ftmds is channelled into short- tenn assets rather than being 

invested in development projects is also indicated in the 

trend in their holdings of cash and deposits "th financial 

institutions . These holdings which were only 0 .6 percent of total 

assets in 1968 increased rapidly to 15 . 3 percent or K£7 .0 million 

by 1974 . A breakdown of this figure shows that the bulk 

was in deposits with banks and financial institutions with 

only K.£0. 3 million representing cash and balances \ ith agents 

(See Table 2- ) . Further evidence of this unwillingness to 

provide ftmds direct to industry and de ·elopment is apparent from 

analysis of their direct loans and advances to the various sectors 

19 . See Clayton and Osborn , op . cit . p . 121 

20. Compare with the U. K. or U.S .. . \•:here their influence s instit t'onaJ 
investors in he ca ital . ~rket is so strong hat an smell ac~io1 
on eir art tends to ha e tremen ous impact on the fluctuations 
in he 111..1rket . 
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of the economy in Table 2-6 belm·: 

TABLE 2-6 

1968 1969 1970 1971 19 2 1973 1974 

To al ,\ssets (1\.£' ) 30,520 31,460 33 , 34 38,9 39,65 2 , 208 45,713 
(\ of Total Assets) 

Govenunen _9_ 0 .1 0 .8 1.1 0 .5 0 .8 0 .1 

Enterprises : 

Agriculture 0 .4 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 

Mining and Quarrying 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 o.o 0 .0 

Manufacturing 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .0 0.0 0 .3 0 . 6 

Building and 
Construction 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 

Real Estate 2.3 2.6 2.6 0 .8 8.4 6.0 o.o 
Trade 0 .3 0 .0 0 .3 1.1 0 .6 1.1 0 .4 

Electricity an ~ ater 
Supply 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 L 6 

Transportation/ 
Storage/Comrnunica;ions 0.0 0. 1 0 .6 5.2 0 .6 o.s o. 
Financial Ins itutions 0.3 0 . 2 0 .4 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 5.7 

Other Business 0.4 1.1 0 .6 2.7 2. 3 2.1 5.6 

Total ~ 4.1 .i.:.L 9.8 11 .9 10.1 14 .4 

Private Households etc . 

Private Households 6.5 10. 4 10.3 8.2 6.0 9 .6 6 .7 

on- Profi making 
Organisations 0.7 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 o.o o.o 

Total 7. 2 10.4 10.3 8. 2 6.0 9.6 6.7 

Total Private and 

Public Sectors 11 .9 15 .4 15 .8 18.1 18 .4 20. 5 21.2 

Source: Derived from the Statistical bstracts 

* 'ote at the figures in his table differ slightly from hose 
in Table 2- and 2- 5, because Table 2-6 exclu es loans and 
advances 0 he pri ate sec or outside Kenya \·,hich the other 
table inc1u e . 
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Al hough our in ·estigation has so far sho\om that he 

structure of portfolio holdings of life assurance companies 

did not reflect changing demands in the economy , we must 

point ou tha constraints on the holding of assets may 

influence their investment behaviour . For example, when we 

say that life assurance companies did not have any impact on 

the de~eloprnent of the capital market , we must equally note 

that this could '~ell be a result of the narrmmess of the 

market for shares and securities . Thus , even though they 

may be willing to hold certain assets , the lack of marketability 

may prevent them from doing so . This is in fact the case 

21 
with the airobi Stock Exchange . 

Having discussed investment policy of life assurance 

companies in practice and having assessed tl.eir performance 

in the Kenyan economy during the post- independence era , 

we now propose to offer brief explanations for why they hold 

the various categories of assets in their portfolios . First, 

Kenya Government and Local Go enunent securities and treasury 

bills have the great advantage for income-cautious investors 

in that they offer complete security of income up to the date 

of redemption . Thus, provided that at the time of purchase 

the yield is greater than tha assumed in the calculation of 

current premium, they are an attractive asset for an assurance 

company. Again , the fact that they are issued to varying 

maturity dates, hey offer a certain aJOOunt of spread over 

time . ·ith resp ct to income-cer ainty, it is true that the 

21. 
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expected yiel ~ay fall short of the apparent yield if, before 

the date of redemption, enforced sales should become necessary 

during a period of rising interest rates . However , as \ e have 

pain ed out earlier, financial institutions have enjoyed a 

stable interest rates since Lhe days of the East rican 

Currency Board . The real disadvantage of these securities 

is that they offer no protection against inflation . E en 

in this regard , inflation had not been a serious concern in 

Kenya until 19 3 following a long period of practiacally stable 

prices . 22 Consequently , during the seven year period of 

1968/197 , they made net additions to their holdings in every 

year except in 1970 (See Table 2-7) . .'otwithstanding the 

merits and demerits of Government securities and treasury bills 

by different co~nies , inv~stment managers almost without 

exception consider it prudent to hold a considerable proportion 

of these assets in their portfolios . Those who consider matching 

long term assets and liabilities as the best way of reducing 

risk, will naturally hold them , since they are the only 

assets with sufficient spread of r edemption dat es to make 

such a policy feasible . Even those who do not favour matching 

much do appreciate the flexibility and manoeuvrabil · ty 

which only the holding of these securities offer ; for one thing 

they can be disposed of at any time without tmdue loss as the 

treasury always stands ready to redeem them . 

22 . Professor Tony Killick for instance, shO\vs that during the 
1960's cos~ of living rose a little over 2 percent a year un i 

19 1 and 19 2 \\·hen the annual rate of inflation \\as 5~ anJ in 
,~9 3/ it ~ose _be heen 15~ and 20~ annually . See hi~ articl , 
Under and1ng Kenya's Inflation" in The Weekly Re ie,,· 
farch 3, 1975 , ." er 
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't LE 2-

Year i ng Total Holdings Ratio to Total et Change 
Assets 

(K£ '(XX)) (%) (KS. '(XX)) 

196 ,6 9 25.1 

1969 ,939 25 . 2 + 290 
1970 7,881 23 .4 - 58 
1971 8 , 344 21.4 + 500 
1972 8,65 21.8 + 310 

19 3 9,564- 21.7 + 510 
1974 9 ' 12 20.6 + 248 

Source: Derived from the Statistical Abstracts 

'on-Government fixed-interest stocks of which industrial 

debentures and preference stock are the chief examples, are 

a suitable outlet for the investment of life ftmds particularly 

if they are redeemable. Debentures offer ~onsiderable security of 

income and if dated, a large degree of capital safety but 

suffer from the same disadvantage as government securities in 

that they offer no protection against inflation . They also 

suffer from other disadvantages as for instance , they sometimes 

carry a wide range of optional dates of repayment which reduce 

their attractiveness for investment managers , particularly 

those \<:ho believe in the principle of matching . Again, they are 

not actively bought and sold in the market except immediately 

after they ha e been issued ~nen they can still be bought free 

of stamp du . Consequently, debentures are not a very flexible 

form of investment. 
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Preference shares, often referred to as "the frien less 

orphan of the S ock Exchange' , suffer from a variety of 

disad ·an ges . They are usually un ted but at the same time 

often carry t he o ion of redemption ' ·hich may be used to 

the disad ''- nt age of the len er . This uncertainty, combined t ·i h 

the narro,mes of the mar et , leads o considerable fluctuations 

in capital values ~~ile at the sa~e time income-security 

is not as great as Goverrunent securities and debentures- · 

Finally, like all fixed interest stock , they provide no 

hedge against inflation . 

Equities suffer from the disadvantage that they are 

subject to serious fluctuations in capital value . On the other 

hand, they offer protection against the hazards of inflation 

and a share in the increase in profits and di idends which 

an expanding economy yields . They do however , involve 

considerable administrative costs . The real justification 

of a substantial holding of equities is to secure a high expected 

yield in the form both of capital appreciaton and dividends . 

This , nevertheless , cannot be done without attempting to estimate 

the future prospects of a \ide range of companies as a basis 

for selection . The existing portfolio of ordinary shares 

must also be cons antly reviewed and , if necessary , the composition 

llU..lS t be changed in the light of current prices and future 

prospects . To achieve this en , an expert staff of in estment 

and financial analysts is also required . 
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--
The other type of asset which pro ides a good 

hedge against inflation, is rea1 property (real estate) . 

Increasing urbaniza ion and the growth of population coupled 

with o her influences combine to raise site values in major 

ci-ries ,.;hich rcsul t in spectacular capital gains . In one 

respec , property is superior to equities in that it enjoys 

greater stability of value . Its main disadvantage is that 

it is not easily marketable and is particularly sensitive 

to political influences . Life off,;ices usually confine their 

investments to blocks of high class property such as offices , 

flats and shops combined with either offices or fla on 

good sites . There are considerable administrative costs 

involved , in that the supervision and administration of land 

property interests requires the services of a specially 

skilled department . For this reason , there are wide divergencies 

of practice amon~ assurance companies in the extent to which 

they invest in property, and some of them virtually neglect 

this field . 

Finally , rortgages as an important category of 

assets whose main advantages include a low capital- value risk 

as compared with all quoted securities and a statisfactory 

yield. Against this however , they have the disadvantage 

of considerable inco risk and poor marke ability . They also 

tend to be rather short-term investments for the option of 

repayment means that the borrower may choose to liquidate 

his liability at a time ,,·hen opportunities for atisfactory 

rei.twes cnt re poor . For example a company may grant 

a mortgage for a hou e purchase at rate of in erest of 

percent onJ y to find that in ten years after a ge er 1 
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fall in interes rates, it is repaid at a time hen similar 

oortgages are currently yielding only percent . fortgages 

also suffer from th same disad antage as real property in 

that the adrninistr tion of loans and rortgages demands 

skille supervision especially in those cases where the security 

is doubtful . This conflict between ad,·antages and disad antages 

produce a great variety of attitude among the companies . 

Thus all of them tend to have some rortgages in their portfolios 

because they believe that \v.illingess to help policyholders 

in this way aids the general business of insurance ( his 

is particularly tTile of composite offices) , but only those 

companies which have built up specialist departments actively 

seek to increase their investments in this category . 

2 . 4 Summary and Conclusion 

In this chapter we have attempted to accomplish a number 

of objec ives . On discussing the general nature of life assurance 

business, we too a look at some of the principles and 

practices that guide actuaries and investment managers in the 

choice of their portfolios . In this respect, it was pointed 

out that like all other investors , life assurance companies 

are confronted with all kinds of risk . The main risk attributes 

that influence assurance companies were enumerated as capital

value risk , yield, default risk, marketability and income risk . 

Af er considering the extent to which. each of t hese risk attributes 

are important por folio objectives we concluded that life 

assurance companies tend o be more concerned with the objecti\rc 
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of ma.··dmi ing expected yields . This ,·e no e is so ause, 

they are inco e-conscious investors \~ho try to maximize their 

earning_ by e lec ing their assets from an array of eligi le 

inves ·i h e 1 igibility determined by hm much risk they 

are \ ·ill ing o ac cpt on any gi en asset. \ ·e then examined 

inves nt pol icy in prac ice in the Kenyan context by analysing 

the distribution of their portfolio holdings during the pre-and 

post-independence eras . Our objective in this regard \as 

to find out any significant developments during the ·o periods 

and to what extent life assurance companies have had any 

impact on the development process in Kenya . Our investigation 

showed that there had not been any significant changes in the 

pattern of their asset holdings in the post-independence period 

despite the fact that there had been a tremendous growth in their 

accurm.llated funds . 

companies continue. 

assets (Government 

It was pi:.rticularly noted that assurance I 
to invest primarily in short-tenn J 
securities), mortgages, real estate and 

real property rather than in the directly-producti e sectors . 

Finally, we also tried to g1ve reasons why in general , life 

assurance companies distribute their assets the way they do , 

by considering some of the merits and demerits of such assets. 

One conclusion that becomes apparent from this chapter is 

that on the 'hole , investment behaviour of life companies 

in Kenya did not differ much from the practices of their counter

parts elsewhere as the literature on the subject already 

sugges s . Perhaps the dominance of foreign subsidiaries 
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also partially expl ins his as foWld out by ~he \\'orking 

Party of the ' ional Chris ian Council of Kenya hat 

"rost of hci polic · decisions are taken in overseas I ead 

Offices" . 23 
In •he ne. chap er , '"e shall follow in a somehow 

similar \\ay our iscussion on the other type of insurance , 

that is, non-li e or general insurance . 

23 . See .C.C. K. , "'ho Controls Indus ry in Kenya" , op . cit . 
pp. 181, 238 . 



CHAPTER TI IREE 

'ON-LIFE I SURAl'CE 

Although we isolated and discussed life assurance in 

the last chapter as ~ell as making a broad classification 

of insurance bus·ness in chapter 1, we deliberately deferre 

any discussion on similarities and dissimilarities between 

the two categories of insurance. Section 3.1 of the present 

chapter therefore will , apart from concerning itself with the 

nature of non-life ~urance, bring out some of the differences 

and similarities . In section 3.2 , we shall discuss the 

principles of portfolio choice for non-life funds and point 

out how these differ from portfolio choice of life funds 

already discussed . Section 3.3 then analy~es and evaluates 

the performance of non-life insurance companies in the 

Kenyan economy. 

3 .1 The ature of . 'on-Life Insurance 

Non-life insurance companies provide financial 

protection against the loss of one's own property or 

against liabilit'es that might arise as the result of injury 

or loss of property to other people . Some of the risks that 

non-life insurance companies underwrite h'ere listed in Table 

1-6 in chapter 1 . In all the arious fields of non-life 

insurance there is the common objective of at empting to 

eliminate risk by bringing together a sufficiently large 

number o- people ·ho are subject o the me risk an wish 
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to be pro ec ed from it . For sta i ical purpos s he lines 

of non-life insurance are broadly classified in Keny a fir 

employers' liability (\;orkemens ' compensation)· nntor ehicle; 

marine, a ia ion and tran it; and mis ellaneous accidents . 

The na t.:r of non-life insurance business can best be 

understood y con rasting it ~~th l·fe assurance business 

from which it differs in several very important respects. 

The business of non-life insuran e has more dissimilarities 

than similari ies , with life assurance . \'ith respect o similarities, 

about the only one beueen non-life business and life assurance 

is that both engage in insurance , an institution ·hich by bringing 

together a large number of similar risks can predict the total 

with sufficient certainty so that the uncertain loss hazard for 

the individual can be reduced to a certain premium cost . lvhile 

the hulk of life assurance :oncentrates upon risks of human 

m:>rtality \t.'ith th age of individuals as the chief variable, 

in non-l ife insurance , risk varies with a variety of factors , 

such as the type of building rna erial , the kind of occupancy , 

and he fire protection afforded by the community . onnally , 

the ariables are studied for the industry by a central cooperation 

rating bureau and each casualty line involves a variety of risk 

factors . 

. ~ regards dissimilarities, the shorter term of non-life 

insurance contracts stands out . Fire and extended coverage 

insurance policies for instance are written for one or three 

years and automobile a. d most non-life 1nsurance lines are 

usually \-rri tten on a one-year basis . fter expiration of the 
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policy, and allowing an appropriate tim for .filing of 

claims , no further liability a_tachcs o the comp~ny, and 

the whole premium nny be considered to ha e been earned. 

\\ha the accountan usually does is to set up the whole 

premium as a liability at the time of the contract is 

made and to take part of it into income on a pro rata 

basis o er the br .:.ef life of the policy. In doing so , no 

elaborate formulas are necessary , as in the case of 1 ife 

assurance, to allo' for a risk that varies over the contract 

term, or for compound interest upon a legal reserve. 

A second difference is that non-life companies give 

much more attention to concentration of risk , by writing 

a diversified portfolio of policies in many different areas 

so as to better assure themselves that adverse events in 

one year or in one line of insurance business would not 

tmduly hurt the entire company . Companies also reinsure 
• 

risks they have underwritten with other companies , passing 

along to another insurance carrier a portion of both he 

risk and premium to further spread the risk of loss from 

tmusually large policies or from policies written in a single 

geographical area . 

A third disimilarity is that the amounts of claims 

against non-life companies vary more widely and adversely than 

in the life field . Thus claims tend to be influenced by 

random events such as hurricanes , inflation and partly upon 
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the cost of replacing the damaged or destroyed asset . Such 

costs increase \~ith the cost of living and may also vary with 

such uncertainties as the attitude of a court jury charged 

with asse_s ing the ruoount of damages to be paid in particular 

liability suit . By comparison , the amount paid out on life 

assurance policies is fixed by the face value of the policy 

and the only ariable is the time of death . 

3. 2 Portfolio Choice for on-Life Funds 

In chapter 2, we noted that because of the divergence 

between the obj ects served by funds of life assurance and 

non- life insurance business principles which ould be suitable 

for one would not necessarily be appropriate for the other . 

And because the accumulation of funds plays a far less role 

in non- life i.nstft"ance (due to the nature of the business 

already referred to above) , much less attention has been 

devoted in insurance literature to the problems of investment 

by the managers of non-life funds . In discussing the principles 

of portfolio choice for non-life funds therefore , we shall 

consider how far portfolio objectives differ from those of 

life funds . To do this involves an evaluation of the attitudes 

of non-life insurance companies to each of the various types 

of investment risks em.unerated in the last chapter . 

The major source of difference is the contrast 

between the purposes served by the ·a types of fund . Unlike 

life assurance , non-life insurance is essentially of a short- enm 
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nature and the premiums are calcula ed to o no more than 

cover the risks tmden\ i ten in any gi ·en year . If the prernitnn 

income ~:ere constant, it \'Ould be unnecessary to ccumulate 

funds, as in the ~ase of life assurance , to meet an increasing 

risk . But bee use claims fluctuate much more erratically 

from one year to nother and in some years , there could be 

exceptionally he vy claims such as arise from natural disasters 

like earthquakes , it is necessary in non-1· fe bus· ness to 

amass , in addition to the general reserves for unexpired 

risks and for outstanding claims , contingency reserves 

which can be readily mobilized to meet unexpected needs . 

These contingency reserves are related to the value of the 

risks underwritten and increased when the value of the 

retained risk rises . 

Since t.~e inflow o annual premitunS is needed to 

meet claims arising during the year , it follows that there 

is a strong demand for cash arising from the transac ions 

motive . on-life insurance companies also tend to operate 

through an extensive network of branches , each of which 

nust have an adequate reserve of cash for the prompt payment 

of claims . This strong transactions demand for cash is 

reflected in the much higher proportion of cash and agents' 

balances in the portfolios of non-life insurance co anies 

than of life assurance companies and this accounts for a 

major difference in their investm nt behaviour . Table 3-1 

below brings out the differences quite clearly . 
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TABLE 3-1 

Life ~ of 'on-Life q of 0 

Year sura nee Total Assets (Rf T ce Total Assets 
(K£ '000) 

1968 196 0 .6 8,223 64 . 6 

1969 345 10.9 3399 40 .4 

1970 2 21 7. 2 3684 39 .8 

1971 5097 13 .1 3677 38.2 

1972 4833 12 . 1 5554 6.3 

1973 5164 12 . 3 6663 49 .1 

1974 6960 15 . 3 ~g~~ ~1J Average 4018 10 . 2 

Source: Deri ed from the Statistical Abstracts 

But since claims are liable to vary unpredictably, one 

would expect the precautionary motive for demanding liquidity 

to be sufficiently potent for the investment managers of 

non- life ftmds to place great emphasis on capital certainty 

and to hold cash and/or extremely liquid assets on this 

account . Furthermore , since their time horizon is relatively 

short, one '·ould expect the spec a ti ve moti e to lead at certain 

times to an additional demand for cash . However , it would appear 

1 from evidence gi en to the Radcliffe Committe on the Working .D_f 

'o--
~ the ~kmetary System that their demand _for cash over and above 

that needed for current transactions is negligible and 100re , 

surprisingly, so is their demand for liquid assets with high 

capital-certainty , such as short-dated governr:lent securities 

(see Table 3- ) · The evidence further implied that even exceptional 

needs for liquidity are largely met from the normal inflow 

of premiums . On the basis of this Clayton and Osborn concl de 
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that "in their general us· ess the insarance c;o ies do 

not meet the risk of an unexpected rise in claims by hold)ng 

cash in excess of t e am:nmt needed for curren transac ions but 

by holding a consi erable proportion of readily marke able 

securitie -". 11 u , al o gh the need for liquidity is 

greater for non-life funds than for life funds, it is sa isfied 

not so much by holding cash in addition to the nonnal inflow 

of premiums and short-term assets of capital-certainty alue as 

by investing in highly mar etable securities with a sprea of 

maturity dates . 

Since in fixing premiums there is no assumption that 

funds will accrue over time at a definite rate of interest, 

the investment managers of non- life ftmds do not concern themselves 

with income risk and no attention is given to matching and 

imnuni-ation . 2 lt remains f~r us now to consider the importance 

of yield and default risk. 

In discussing these last twu risk attributes, we might note 

here and now that the typical modern non-life insurance company 

may be described as a JJI.ltual club combined with an investment 

trust. In the light of this, it is an important part of 

their function to earn as high a yield as possible on the 

ftmds subscribed by their shareholders, and hence, much of their 

inves nt beha iour may be explained by the desire o ~·irnize 

yield . Shareholders capital and free reserves which may 

be defined as all reserves o her than contingency 

1. See George Clay on an \ ·. T. Os orn ''Insurance Company Invcs ent, 
Principles d Policy", George len and Umdn Ltd . , London , 
19b4, p. -L 

2. "I;mumi:.ation" \.:as first proposed by F.d. Redington , to signify he 
in ·estrncn of asse s in uch a \,ay that the cxistin& busines · i: 
to a general hange in he rate of intert;;st. 
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and technical (policyholders ) reserves are their last line 

of defence and \'Ould only be dra'm upon to meet extremely 

t.mfa ·curable undeThTi ing results, so that the companies consider 

that the rimary objec ive in. investing this portion of their 

funds mus be to earn as high an "expected" yield as possible . 

For, although this aim must be subordinate to that of pro iding 

security for the policyholders, an insurance company is apt 

to be judged by its dividend record and by the margin between 

investment income and the cost of dividend payments . A.s 

Baker puts it, 

' 'The growth of investment income is an important 

criterion for investors . They regard the ideal 

insurance company as one which achieves a rapidly 

expanding volume of premit..ml income without incurring 

undeiWriting losses and, by virtue of an enterprising 

investment policy, provides a steady gro\~h of 

investment income and dividend payments . 

Securities offering the highest returns are 

usually those with the greatest risks, the 

l:mges t repayment dates and the least liquidity , 

so they are not the most attractive for a general 

(non-life) fund portfolio . It is nevertheless 

possible at times to select investments which 

improve the income of the fund without unduly 

impairing the security of capital" . 3 

3. C.J . Baker "Inves ent Problems of . on-Life Ft.mds", lee ure 
given to he Insurance Institute of London, on February 2, 
1959, p. 
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Given th t a non-life fund needs h larger transa tions 

i balances, the inves nt pattern of the '- o funds i othen ise qu· e 

similar. Thus non-life insurance companies , subject to an o ·er-r· ding 

demand for rea ily marketable assets, also behave as income-conscious 

investors \\ho stri ·e o maximi::e their earnings . 4 The major contra t 

be een tl e inve · tment patterns of life and non-life funds is the 

emphasis on marke ab 'lity which is reflec ed in the non-life funds 1 

.- higher proportion of mediwn-dated gilt-edged stock . 5 Furthermore, 

debentures and preference shares figure less prominently in the 

nan-life funds 1 portfolios because they lack marketab 'lity . Similarly, 

real property and mortgages , although they have the advantage of 

high yields, are not considered as suitable for non-life funds because 

they fail the test of marketability and require specialized knowledge . 6 

The greatest similarity between the two funds lies in their demand 

for ordinary shares to satisfy the objective of maximizing expected 

yields and hedging against inflation . In practice the manager of 

a non-life fund may display a stronger bias in favour of high-yielding 

and more speculative equities for, since his fund is liable to tax 

both on net capital profits as \\'ell as incom , 7 it is in a better 

position than a life fund to choose riskier shares , the losses on the 

sales of some being offset against tlfe profits of others . 

4. This statement is also however , subject to the same qualification 
we made in Chapter 2 (2 . 3) on constraints on holding of assets. 

5. As '''e do not have a breakdown of the time spread of securities held 
by both classes of insuran e, i is difficult to say whether this 
iS also true in the Kenyan situation or not. However as we 
shall see la er, securities and treasury bills are not a major asset 
in e portfolio of non-life funds as in life funds . 

6 . See Chapter 2 . 

7 . ot ho vever true in Kenya, as insurance companies are subject 
to the same company t~x as o her companies (see Chapter 2) . 
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The aim of JTI.a.'(imizing expec yiel s on a portfolio 

of adequate marketabili y is subject to a serious cons r int 

in the fonn of \'ariety of regulations imposed by governments . 

Although som~ s i ul te only hat the companies must deposit 

cash or government securities in proportion to each class 

of business ran acted and allow them considerable freedom 

in the choice of the remainder of their assets, others specify 

the categor·es of permitted securities and even the proportion 

to be invested in each category . In Ghana , for instance , 

the law on Insurance Investment Funds in Ghana requires 

that all life assurers invest SO percent of heir life funds 

in Government Securities , hile non-life insurers must invest 

40 percent of their gross premium income in Ghana , SO percent 

o£ which must be invested in Government Securities. 8 In the 

next section we shall concern ourselves with how far non-life 

insurance companie in Kenya have responded in practice to the 

foregoing general investment principles . 

3. 3 Analysis of on-Life Companies 

Companies engaged in non-life insurance in Kenya 

are rore than life assurance companies . In 1974 , out of 48 

companies , 2 were in olved in non-life business . This m.nnber 

had in fact dropped slightly from 29 firms in 1972 and 1973 . 

The dominance of foreign companies in the non-life insurance 

8. See Ghana Economic Re·iew (ecited), 19 1/72, Editorial and 
Publishing Services, cera, p . 265. 
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business (as l<te have already noticed \\i h life business) 

is demnstrated y the fact that out of the total number of 

non-life companies only 6 were locally incorporated . By 

19 4, total asse of non-life companies which were K£12 . 

million in 1968 had gro m to K£16 .3 mdllion, an increase of 

28 . 5 per en t . It is hm ·e er interesting o note that a 1 though 

there were only 6 locally inco rat _ companies they couman ed 

K£8 . 3 million or 50o of the total assets in 1974 by increasing 

their assets by K£3 . million or 69. ~ beneen 19 1 and 197 

alone . though assets of non-life insurance companies have 

grown over the years, quantitatively , non-life insurance is 

less important than life assurance business and this becomes 

clear when we see that while total assets of non- life insurance 

were K£16 . 3 million, those of life assurance stood at nearly 

three times , .Ki45 . 7 million , in 1974 . Furthermore , if we use 

their reserve funds as a rough indicator of personal savings , 

we again find that by 1974 , life funds (plus outstan ing claims) 

had reached K£39 .9 million as against unexpired risk reserves 

(plus outstanding claims) of non-life of only K£7 . 8 million . 

There was a tremendous growth in the volume of business 

by non-life insurance companies during the period 1963/1974 . 

This as reflected in gross premiums earned (written) which 

increased by K£12 . 2 million or 3 9.5 percen to K£)5 .7 million 

(see Table 3- 2) . t the same time management expenses roore than 

doubled (131.8, \) over the same period and thereby reducing 

income available for ne inves nt to nearly one half (K£7 .6 million) 
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ill 19- . Be ause non-life insurance companies do heir usiness 

TABLE 3- Z 

Gross Gross fanagement lanagement 'et Income 
Year PremitnnS Claims Expenses S"'q)enses vailab1c 

Earned Incurred as ~of For ev; 
Gross Investment 
Premiums 

1963 3,482 1706 1365 39 . 2 411 
1965 3,987 2087 1379 34 .6 521 
1966 4,835 1912 1383 28 .6 1096 
1967 4, 420 2176 1460 33 .0 784 
1968 3, 946 2985 2570 65 .1 (14 8) 
1969 5, 282 4144 2299 43 . 5 (1009) 
1970 7, 466 3545 2368 31.7 1745 

1971 9, 273 4514 2457 26 . 5 2733 

1972 10, 296 900 2709 26 .3 3308 

1973 11 ,802 5332 2725 23 .1 4302 

1974 15 , 650 5649 3164 20 .2 7605 

Source : Derived from the Statistical Abstracts . 

on annual or short- term contracts , they are able at the end of each 

year to calculate more precisely than life companies , ~hether 

they are making a profit or a loss . It can therefore be seen that 

during the 11-year period all lines of non-life insurance , except 

rotor vehicle insurance , recorded net positive earnings in every 

year (see Table 3-3) . It is obvious that the losses incurred 

by motor vehicle insurance accoun ed for the negative income 
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a ailable for ne\\· investment by non-life insurance as a whole 

in 1968 and 1969. 

TABLE 3-3 

IES 

\\'or kuens ' 1ctor Marine liscellaneous 
Year .·Fire Compensation ehicle viation ccident 

& Transit 

1963 778 155 472 150 221 

1965 722 154 502 250 272 

1966 1031 163, 804 130 351 

1967 1049 175 492 160 368 

1968 838 71 (242) 193 201 

1969 750 96 (425) 205 512 

1970 1459 300 952 554 656 

1971 1907 340 640 879 993 

1972 1952 379 806 1065 1294 

1973 2652 412 1759 162 1485 

1974 3156 484 3526 1013 1722 

Source : Derived from the Statistical Abstrac s 

We have already remarked that in distributing their assets , 

non-life insurance companies tend to hold a large portion in liquid 

assets such as cash and balances with banks, agents and institutions 

because of the strong transactions demand for cash (see section 3. 2) . 

Table 3-4 shows the structure and trend of assets of non-life 

companies during the period 1968 to 1974 . The table indicates 

that o her major sources of investment for non-life companies were 

fixed assets (company premises and real estate) and the item, 
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"all other" (shares, stocks and deb ntures). \ ith reg· rd o 

shares, stocks and debentures, \o.'C may note that one again 

a bre down of hese figures shm¥S that the bulk of this dircc 

participa ion in inancing business came from the 6 loc lly 

incorporated non-life companies . Government and Local GovetJUnent 

securities and rcasury bills also were not an important source 

of in estrncnt for the non-life companies in contrast to the 

TABLE 3-4 

SfRUCllJRE OF SSETS OF 

(~ of Total ssets) 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 19 3 197 

Cash , Balances with Banks, 
Agents and Institutions 64 .6 40 .4 39 .8 38 .2 46 . 3 9 .1 53 . 4 

Domestic Investments : 

Security ~ Treasury Bills 12 . 7 2 . 2 3. 5 3 . 2 3 . 6 4 .9 4 . 2 

1 Other 0 . 3 18 .8 14 . 3 19 .0 21.0 20. 2 17 . 3 

External Investments 2.0 2 .1 2. 2 1.3 1.0 1.0 0 . 6 
Loans & Advances : 

Public Sector 0 .9 1.3 1.0 3. 2 1.9 0 .7 0 . 7 
* Private Sector 2.3 3.8 2. 7 1.5 1.5 2 .1 3 . 2 

Fixed Assets 12 .8 12 .9 11.7 9 .0 6 . 5 10.1 6 . 2 

Other . ssets 4 . 18 .5 25 . 24 . 6 18 . 2 11.9 14 . 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.Q 100 .0 

Source: Derived from the Statistical Abstracts 

* Includes loans and advances to private sector outside Kenya . 

life assurance companies . Between 1968 and 1974 for example , except 

in 1968 when these purchases were K£1 .6 million , they were less 

than KS.l . 0 mill ion in all the other years . We saw in the last 

chapter, the Wlwillingness of life assurance companies to direct! ty 

finance the private and public sectors . Both tables 3- and 3-5 

sho\o. tha performance on non- life companies in this respect was 

not any d.fferent . 
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TABLE 3-5 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

. Total Assets (K.£ I ) 12,716 8~410 9,262 9,621 12 ,CX)l 13,578 16,253 
(\ of Total Assets) 

Government 0 .9 1.3 1.1 3. 2 1.9 0.8 o. 
Enterprises : 

Agriculture ** 0 . 5 0.4 0 .3 0.2 0 .1 

Mining and Quarrying 

'.anufacturiP.g 0.5 0.1 

Building & Construction o. 
Real Estate 0. 2 0.8 1.1 1.0 

Trade 0.1 0 .1 

Electricity & Water Supply 

Transportation/Storage/ 
Cornrrumications 

Financial Institutiens 0.6 0 .8 0.7 

Other Business 0 .9 o.s 0.4 

Total 2. 2.6 2.1 4. 5 3.3 .6 1.9 

Private Households etc . : 

Pri ate Households 0 .8 0.6 0 . 2 0 .1 0 .2 1.3 

on-Profit Making 
Organisations 0 .6 0 .1 

Total 0.6 0 .9 0.6 0 . 2 0 .1 0 . 2 1.3 

Total Private & Public 
Sectors 2.7 3.4 2. 7 4 . 7 3.4 2.8 3.2 

* Excludes loans and advances to private sector outside Kenya 

** Includes forestry , fishing and \vildlife 

Source : Derived from the Statistical bstracts 
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3. 4 SUmnary 

Our objec ive in his chapter was not any differen from 

what we had already done in the last chapter . . evertheless 

in discussing the nature of non-life insurance business , we 

pointed out tha it as best to do so by contrasting it ~,o,·ith 

life assurance business . Similarly , with respect to the 

principles and objectives of portfolio choice for non-life 

funds, we also considered hm" far they differ from those of life 

funds by e aluating the attitudes of non-life insurance companies 

to each of the various types of investment risks referred to in 

Chapter 2. We noted that non-life insurance companies , subject 

to an over-riding demand for readily marketable assets , also behave 

as income-conscious investors who strive to maximize their 

earnings. In our analysis of their actual portfolio holdings 

during the period 1968/1974, we found some differences in the 

structure of assets )of non-life and life companies . In the first 

place, ' hereas non-life companies h ld an a erage of SO percent 

of their assets in cash and o her near-cash assets , life companies 

held an average of only 10 percent during the period . Secondly , 

in contrast to life assurance companies, non-life companies did 

not give any loans and advances in the form of mortgages and this 

was also reflected by the fact that no loans and advances were given 

to policyholders (see Table 3-4) . On the other hand , changes in t~e 

composition of the portfolios of non-life companies were not much 

different from those of life offices . With regard to their role 

in e developmental process and their impact on the economy, e foun 

that non-life companies featured e en less significantly than li e 

assuran e companies . 



CHAPTER FOOR 

Sill- ~\RY ND C • 'CLUSIQ, S 

The basic assumption that lies behind this s udy is 

t hat al ou h in quantitative terms insurance companies 

are the ros~ important anxmg the non-bank financial intermedianes 

in this country, li tle or pr actically no work has been done 

to analyse e role they have played so far in shaping economic 

development despite their relatively long existence . If we 

are to understand and'appreciate the impact of insurance 

companies on the economy, it is essential to assess an 

evaluate their relati e significance as controllers of large 

investible funds , to analyse their investment beha iour as 

well as their performance in the various sectors of the 

economy . It is precisely this which we have attempted to do 
• 

in the foregoing pages and the time has now come to put 

together the various s rands and look a the picture as 

a whole . Having done that, ,.e will be able to make some 

conclusions and some recommendations for broader policy issues 

as well as suggest problems for further study . 

4 .1 Surranary 

In establishing their importance as collectors of large 

funds , we have found that ben een 1964 and 1974 the assets 

of all insurance companies gre by an average of 13 percent 

per year and there is no evidence as yet of any slackening in the 
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pace of expansion. 1\ha is more, the •olume of life a surance 

in particular is s eadily grmdng an since the rate of 

grm,rth is based on a rising level of real income per head 

as \-:ell as on a rising bir h rate, the prospect is for further 

substantial rises in the volume of life assurance being \\'"ritten. 

A second feature of their role as savers is that 

th savings which they administer are contractual and, therefore, 

relatively stable . Thus of all the various fonns of types 

of personal saving they are least likely to fall if income 

falls . This means that the investment managers of life 

companies must frame their policies in the kno ledge that 

week by week fLmds will continue to flm in to their tills 

as a result of past sales of policies. 

Having ass ssed their importance among the non-bank 

financial intermediaries, our next task was to consider the 

JOOtivations behind their investment behaviour. So far as 

life funds are concerned we found that investment managers 

do not pay particular attention to the avoidance of capital

value risk and income-risk but follow the objective of maximizing 

expected yield . We however qualified this objective by saying 

that · practice there is no conscious effort by them to pursue 

it for various reasons . 1 There is little reason to believe 

that this maximi:ation rule is modified in practice by the 

conscious pursuit of portfolio diversific tion to avoid 

1. See Clapter 2 (- . 3) 
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the risk of default, except in their choice of ordinary shares . 

We also saw that life assurance companies may be described 

as income-conscious investors who strive to maximize their 

earnings by choosing from a range of assets, eligibility 

being determined by limits set on the amount of risk acceptable 

on any given asset . In practice the desire to attain this 

objective is subject to constraints imposed by taxation and 

currency risks. So far as non-life funds are concerned , 

the picture is similar except that they have a greater 

transactions-demand for cash and place greater stress on 

marketability . 

In our analysis of insurance companies ' investment 

behaviour we have also observed certain characteristics . First, 

although in the literature of general economics it is frequently 

asstnned that insurance companies , like individual in esters , 

pay at ention o liquidity as well as to safety and yield, we 

noted that life offices have virtually no need for liquidity 

as this term is usually understood . The high degree of 

stability, and the magnitude of their net cash inflow makes 

the idea of liquidity preference have little meaning for 

them. Since today's cash flo is largely determined by the 

rate of policies in the past , the future cash flm.,r may be 

calculated from the rate of sales up to the present . \\'e 

have noted for instance that the past rate of grm.,rth of 

Kenyan assurance companies has been such t.~at, on a erage, 

premiwn inflow has been more han one and a half times the 
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outflm · of laims; this natural uil t-in liquidi y is 

sufficient to withstand emergency demands for cash with little 

strain. Ho~e ·er Ke could also talk of a need for liquidity 

of a differ n or fro that usually meant by the enn "liquidi y 

preference". This need for liquidi y does not arise from he 

external deman s of policyholders but from internal considera ions 

concerned ' ith the management of their portfolios . Although 

life companies may remain fully invested in the sense that 

their holdings of cash and other liquid assets form a negligible 

proportion of their total assets, they can and do shift some 

proportion of their flmds from one category of in estments 

to another when differentials in yield make this desirable . 

They would be unable to nke advantage of such favourable 

opportunities w&less they h!:ld in their portfolios some 

assets which poss~ssed the attribute of shiftability . It is for 

this among other reasons , that they find it essential to 

hold some Governm nt securities in their portfolios . 

A second important characteristic which is to some 

extent the obverse of the first , is that the funds of insurance 

companies are directed in a regular and uninterrupted flow into 

various outlets for investment. In their in estment behaviour 

they aim at all times to keep fully invested . Thus although 

a considerable amount of effort is devoted to the forecasting 
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of future rates of interest, inves ents do not opp ar to be 

made on the bas · s of expectations . .fl.s 0' Leary puts it , " he 

typical financia officer stresses the cost, in the way of 

foregone in erest, of trying to guess a change in rates 

and he figures that under most circumstances and on the average 

he ~ould be better off to invest the money at the going rate than 

to hold funds liquid in expectation of a rate rise" . 2 

A third characteristic is that they are not normally 

dealers in securities but are true long-term investors who 

purchase securities to hold for income. To some extent such 

an attitude is forced upon them because the growth of their 

funds has increased the degree of imperfection in the capital 

market . This imperfection and influence in che capital market 

become clear when we note that in the U.K. for example, a colossal 

institution like ~he Prudential Assurance Company madenet 

new investmen s of £14 7 million during 1972 (this am::>unts to 

some £2 .8 rndllion weekly!) 3 In this way the large companies in 

particular tend to dominate the market to the extent that 

it is extremely difficult for them to unload their holdings without 

moving the price against themselves . 

2 . J . J . 0' Leary, ttThc Ins ti tu ional Saving-In es ent Process 
and Current Economic Theory , Ariierican Economic Re iew, 
Volume . 44, day 1954, p .460 , 461. 

3. See the 12 h Annual Rc;x>r and Statement of ccounts for 
the year 19 - Pru en · a1 1 ssurancc Company L d . 
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At the end of Chapter 1, we stated that our investigation 

of the insurance companies in Kenya had among others, the 

following objectives: to examine the extent to '"hich changes 

in the portolio holdings of insurance companies have reflected 

changing demands of the Kenyan economy; the role of insurance 

companies with regard to government finance, the development 

of t he local capital market , the public and private sectors; 

whether insurance companies have played a role in the developmental 

process ; and what influences investment\ policies of insurance 

companies . l e shall now surranarise our findings in the light 

of these objectives except for the last one which we have 

alr eady dealt with in the earlier part of this section . 

As t o the first objective , we have sho\\n in the earlier 

pages of this studY. that during the pre-and post-independence , 
eras , t here was a l arge accumulation of funds by insurance 

companies with premium inflo\\'S far outpacing cash ou flows 

and thereby leaving large balances for new investment . 

We also noted in Ch pter 1 that at the same time throughout 

the period covered by our study, the economy recorded a stable 

growth with practically no constraints in the way of say, 

inflation . It would therefore have been expected that insurance 

companies would respond to the changing demands of the economy 

in the choice and distribution of their portfolio holdings . 

On the contrary, our investigation has sho\.;n that there was no 

significant departure from \·hat the structure was during the 
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pre-independence period. This investment behaviour ·e pointed 

out was not unc aracteristic of their counterpar s elsewhere 

as insurance fund managers are conserva ive investors \•:ho 

tend to adopt a prudent image and pursue cautious portfolio 

policies due to their traditional concern for solv~ncy . 

Furthennore, we noted that this investmen~ attitude is 

partially attributable to the fact that insurance business 

in Kenya is by and large dominated by foreign companies \\hose 

policy decisions tend to be dictated from their 

Head Offices abroad . Thus in spite of the continued large gro~ h 

in their accumulated funds , insurance companies invested primarily 

m short- tenn assets such as local and government securities , 

bonds and treasury bills . 

~ 

l i th respect to their impact on the capital market , 

although a Stock Exchange has officially been in exis ence 

since 1955 , the insurance companies have been vir ually reluctant 

to participate in the market for stocks and shares and 

thereby cont ributing to low activity and narrov.ness of the 

market for securities . This tmwillingness on their part to 

help develop and expand the capital market through their 

activity in the local Stock Exchange is rather in sharp contrast 

to the indisputable po\\er and influence which their counterparts 

have come to wield as institutional investors in this respect 

in countries like t e U. K. an the U.S . . 
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Follmdng our discussion on he distribution of heir 

assets , we ha e seen that the insurance companies have been 

an important source of Go ernment funds both on long- erm basi 

(through sto k purchases) and on short-term basis (through deposits 

with the Cereals and Sug r Finance Corporation) . In this 

respec they ha e been acti e in providing a market from which 

Government borrows substantially loanable funds to finance the 
' 

arrount of its expenditure not provided for by tax receipts 

and other sources of revenue . 

In our analysis' of direct loans and advances of the 

insurance companies, we observed that their performance in 

financing the private and public sectors of the economy has 

not been encouraging . \\'hate er funds they provided for priva e · 

sector finance were mainly channelled into real estate in the 

fonn of rortgage loans . 

From the foregoing , we can say that if the insurance 

companies have had any role to play at all in the developmcn al 

process of Kenya , the response has been mainly indirect through 

the financing of the central Government and quasi-Government 

institutions rather than directly investing in development projects . 

4. 2 Conclusions 

On the basis of what our study has revealed we can make 

a few conclusions: 

The Cereals and Sugar Finance Corpora ion pro\~dcs a channel 
to Governmen of short-term finance as the agcn of he 
Treasury in resp ct of financing s ecifi cereals and sugar . 
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1. That by ·irtue of the large a cLUIIUlated funds 

un cr heir con rol, the role of fiduciary 

resoon ibility for individual sa ings is 

likely to become roorc impor ant dth rising 

incomes and increasing al\areness on the part 

of the public to take up policies . 

2. That as the capital market becomes roore develop d 

and organised, the insurance companies "-"Ould 

begin to assert their hitherto latent influence on 

it and emerge as the true institutional investors 

that their counterparts in the developed 

COWltries have bwn . 

3 . That if the present ~conomic philosophy of tress 

on market economy prevails, insurance companies are 

likely to see themselves operating in the 

same competitive atroosphere •ithout any direct control 

of their activities . And in this respect the 

dominance and influence of the foreign companies 

in the busines could only be lessened indirectly 

and through competition from more locally incorporated 

companies . 

That unless insurance companies see hemsel es in a 

different perspective and change their conservative 

investnent behaviour , they ldll continue to have no 

appreciab e irect Unpact on the economic de elo ment 

of Ken. a . 
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4 . 3 Recommendations for Broader Policy Issues 

That insurance companies as \ell as the many other 

financial interm diaries will continue to function in the 

Kenyan economy cannot be denied . If this is so, then this 

study will not be complete if 'e :io not make any recorrmendations 

that may help to increase the role of insuranc companies 

in the development effort . 

e have noted elsewhere in this study that until 

recently life assurance was confined mainly to non-Africans . 

Consequently , standards for unden;riting African lives ha e 

been strict and the choice of policies available to them 

has been restri~ted . It wa~ because of this discrimination 

that the Government entered the field of insurance by setting 

up the Kenya ational Assurance Company in 1964 in which it 

is now the sole shareholder . The company provides a wide 

variety of life assurance and group pension facilities 

specially tailored to suit African requirements . part from 

doing this , we have also noted that of late the foreign assurance 

companies have been required to apply the same mortality 

tables to both African and non- fricans . Instead of solving 

t he problem of African roortality , this action has rather 

resulted in the gradual wi thdraKal of some foreign companies from 

tDldenifiting new life policies . l"c understood from one of our 

intenrie ·s tha the idea of compiling an African rr.ortali y 

table had been ini iate some time ago a100ng he thr Eas 
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African partner sta es and would have been he first of i s 

kind in . rica , bu broke do\\'Il after a series of meetings for 

various r easons . W think hat a oortality table for Africans 

is a laudable idea and therefore suggest that efforts be made 

to compile such a table . The working party must not be 

limited to the three countries only but bring together 

actuaries and other experts from o her African countries under 

the auspices of the African Develo ment Bank \ hich has started 

a venture in insurance , the African Insurance Corporation , 

embodying all O.A.U. countries , or under the auspices of the 

Economic Commission for Africa . 

To spr ead risks, we have seen hat insurance companies 

reinsure \ i th reinsurance companies elsewhere . As this :i.nvo1 ves 
• 

foreign exchange , such transactions have had negative effects on 

Kenya 1 s Balance of Payments and b tween 1968 and 1974 for example , 

foreign transactions of insurance companies recorded a net 

average outflow of K£730 thousand during the 7-year period 

with the highest being Ki2 . 7 million in 1970 alone . It was 

not surprising therefore that in 1971 , the State Reinsurance 

Corporation was set up with the basic objective of helping to 

"domesticate" Kenya 1 s foreign exchange reserves . We see the 

establishment of the SRCK as a means of regulating and supervising 

the insurance business beyond merely reinsuring specified amounts 

of their premiums Kith it . It has been suggested before that \d h 
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the KNJ C in Go ernmen control the Go ·enunent should ha ·e 

"a foot in e oor' of the insurance in us ry, enabling it to 

assess from the inside ~hether their premiums are rea enable 

their oper tions efficient , their dealings jus , heir profits 

fair and t eir inves ents in Kenya's interes 5 The SRCK 

should be empm ·ered to collect returns and data from the insurance 

companies on the various aspects of their activities . The SRCK 

should also be used as indirect means of diverting their funds 

into viable development projects requiring them to deposit a 

certain percentage of their premium income with it if it is 

felt that the insurance companies are not responding satisfactorily 

t o the Kenyan situation. 

There is a strong need to introduce Iogislation to have 

all insurance companies incorporated in Kenya . This is necessary 

to ensure proper aontrol of the activities of insurance companies 

especially the foreign ones . l e have alr eady pointed out our 

inability to get more detailed or even simple breakdowns of 

certain items on the publ ·shed data because foreign insurance 

companies do not publish separate accounts of their enyan 

operations . Thus at the 100ment there is too nruch secrecy 

surrounding the insurance companies ' activities . For purposes 

of policy and development planning it is therefore recommended 

that local incorporation ~uuld require them to make their activities 

more public . It is hoped that when the President declared recently 

5. See · .c.c. K. "\ iho Controls Indus Q' in Kenya?", 
a l 'orking Party, East African Publ shing Hou e 
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that "some subs tan ial amendments to insurance la' ·s ill e 

introduced to confonn •ith the needs and as irations of our 

African society , he had in mind also the quest· on of local 

inco ra ion . 6 Such an amendment ldll also bring the laws 

governing insurance business in line ,,'ith various u. .C. T. .D. 

resolutions on insurance in developing countries . 

To accelerate the Kenyanisation process , it is also 

recommended that apart from being locally incorporated, insurance 

companies be required to go public \ofi.th not less than forty 

percent of their shares being owned by Kenyans . This will also 

be in conforming with U .. C.T.A.D. resolutions which other 

developing countries are gradually implementing . 7 

\' e feel that a serious look at and adoption of these 

recommendations plus the noticeable developments already 

referred to coul make insurance companies increase their role 

in the economy without necessarily resort ing to a direct 

control of their activities . 

4 . 4 Problems Suggested for Further Study 

Although we have not ed that little or no work has 

been done on insurance companies in Kenya, it would equally be naive 

6 . See Daily ation of 12th June 1976 . 

7. Ghana in 1973 amended the Insurance Act (1965) by 1' .R.C.D 95 
introducing an oblig·tory local incorporation and selling not 
less than 40o of shares to Qlanaians (see the Bank of Ghana 
.1\nnual Repor , 197 3. ) 
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to pretend that this stu y exhausts all the possible problem 

areas of research on the insurance business . \ihat we have 

attempted to do in the preceding pages is only to serve as an 

aid to future research by others in the field of insurance . 

That ''e have stated some limitations to the available data, further 

suggests that there is more to be one ,·hen such data becom 

available . One area that 'e have not touched on is examining 

the nature of the savings which the insuranc~ companies administer 

and their relative importance as compared \rith other sources 

of savings . There is. also the question of examining the 

desirability and feasibility of subjecting them to official 

control and regulation to protect the public interest . 
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